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This field �>:perienc� took ;'llace durin�· t'.-1: 11)"1-'3� sc'hool y�c:.r at 
Centralia llip.h School in Centralia, Illin o1s. The r e searcher si:.rve<l as 
the Director of Guidance anc wes respon sible for sch�duling 1,350 stucen�s 
into classes for the 1982-83 school year. The fjeld experience started in 
De.ce.mbe.r of 1981 and was com})leted in P.ugust of 1982. Computer schedul ing 
was the mtthod chosen to schedule the 1,350 high school students into 165 
courses. 
Centralia High School had done computer scheduling at '·!cDonnell-Douglas 
in St. Louis, Kaskaskia College in Centralia, Park\,•ay Hip.h School District 
in St. Louis, and Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville. In July of 
1980, Centralia High School purchased a Burrour,hs B91 computer. In addi­
tion to being used for budget and payroll , the B�l computer is also used 
for student scheduling and studt:.nt records. The princ1?al, di rector of 
eui<lance; and a secretary attended sc�ool in Chicago for the pur�ose o: 
being trained in tht use of the Burroughs B91 co mputer to schedule stu­
c�nts into classes. 
The researcher, who s�rve.d as the di"!:"ector of guid=.nce, had a na.jor 
; 
part of the responsibility for using counselors and the computer to sched­
ule stud��ts. This field experi�nc� presui�s in cc;rail how both cour.s�lors 
and the computer were usad for the purpose of computer schedulinp.. In ad di­
tion, this field experience describes the roles played by the superintendent, 
princip.c�, d�pc..rtl"le.nt heads, co mputer O?e.rato·t, and gui dance office sec re_; 
tary in completing the student scheduling process. 
This field experience is presented in four chapter s. Chaoter One pre­
sents an overview of the problem of scr.-=.dulin? stu<l:nts in a lc..rre high 
school. Chapter Two reviews selected current literature which relz.tes to 
Study, and also CiSCllSS�S th.,; cluti�s of t1�t p�oplt i:'lvolved c.nd t_hf� S\ICC�SS 
of the computer operation. Chapt�r Four pres�nts a surn�ary of th� proj ect 
and pres�nts findin gs, conclusjons, and offers recomrne.:1dations which mirht 
be h<?.lpful to anyone who is investigatin8 t:ie use of a computtr to sche.d-
ule students. 
A r..ajor accomplishment of this field experience was the production of 
a comnuter Rcheduling nanual for Centralia l1igh School. This r.anual is 
pres'!!.nted as the A!>p�mdix. The T'lanual is divided into two sections. Sec-
tion A, use of counselors, describes in detail the jobs and activities 
which must be accomplished by the guidance d 1!!.part�e:it if computer schedu-
line of students is to be successful. Section B, use of computer, describes 
the various COM?uter programs which must be run at the proper times if com-
puter scheduling is to be successful. 
Both s�ctions A and B are further divided into sc1-1eduling phases . A 
scheduline phase can best be described as an event or series of events which 
occur for the purpose of accomplishing a specific goal. Section A contains 
fourteen scheduling phases and Section B contains nineteen sch aduling phases. 
Samples of forms, lett�rs, and rr:ports t�at are used durin� the scheduling 
proc�ss are included as attach�e.nts. Section A has eiphteen attacrrn1ents 
and s �ct ion r: has l;T,.'£nt�·-:ive. a�tcc!"un..::.nt:s. 
The results of this field experience should be h�lpful to those people 
who wish to st.art or refint a computer scheduling program in their high 
"" 
school. 
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CHAPTER I 
OVERVIEW OF T!IE PROP,LP.-! 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past eipht years the Centralia High School student body 
has ranged in size from a high of 1,650 students to a low of 1,380 students. 
For the 1982-83 school year, Centralia High School is expecting approxi-
mately 1,350 students. The school is a comprehensive high school for grades 
nine through twelve. There £re thirteen feeder schools that send students 
to Centralia High School. Approximately fifty-six percent of the ninth 
grade class comes from Centralia Junior Hieh School. Ten percent of the 
ninth grade class will come from two private oarochial schools. This 
leaves thirty-four percent of the ninth grade class that will come from 
ten small school districts in Centralia and the surrounding communities. 
One of the responsibilities of the director of guidance (who is also 
the researcher) is to schedule the 1,350 students for the 1982-83 school 
year. Centralia High School will offer 165 courses for the 1982-83 school 
year. Of the 165 courses to be offered for the 1982-83 school year, at 
least 65 �ill bt single section classes. The scheduling of 1,350 students 
into these 165 courses will be very challenging. 
In order to acco�plish the process of s�udent scheduling, the direc-' 
tor of guidance will be assisted by the principal of Centralia High School, 
four full time counselors, a full time guidance office secretary, two part 
tine student secretaries, and a secretary in the attendance office who ras 
been trained as a computer operator. Of course, all of these people have 
several other duties and responsibilities in ad di ti on to stut1ent sc�1edulinf. 
1 
Of the many w;;.ys to zt.::conplish st-lll� �nt sc'1eduli:lf., C:�ntralia Ei;.h 
School has chosen comput\:!r sch�dul ing. Comput�r scheduline can be de-
scribed as gat.h�ring t]�e ne.c \:!SSary Cata, i:.nt-=rinJ; this data into the 
computer, usin� computer gen�rated r�ports to build the master schedule, 
and arriving at c: finished product--the student's sc"ledule. 
C�tralia lli�h School hc.s done com;>ut.::r schedulinr. at !fc!')onnell-
Dou�las in St. Louis, J(askaskia Coll�g � in Ce.ntralia, and the Pe.rkway 
High School District in St. Louis. All of these places had experienced 
various degrees of success. For the past eiRht years Centralia High 
School has been doing cooputer scheduling at Southern Illinois Vniver-
sity in Edwardsville. The cost hc.s rcmged b�twe.en $1. 25 and $1. 50 per 
student c...11d the results hc.ve bi;:en very satisfactory. The Epic-Socrates 
?rogram, which is writt=n by IB!-i, has be:e.'1 used a t  Southern Illinois 
Univers:.ty in Edwardsville. 
In July of 1930, Centralia High School purchased a Burroughs B91 
computer. The St:c.te of Illinois had mandated a new accounting system 
for schools and rhe old Burrou�hs bookkeepin� nachine would not accommo-
date this new system. Since a new machine was going to have to be pur-
chased for the c.ccountinr purpos�s, th� school board d�cided to buy a 
col")puter which could also be used for student scheduling and student 
records. The Durroughs Il91 system has proera.ms for budp.et, payroll, stu-
dent sch=<luling, student records, grade reµo.rting, and student attendance. I 
During the 1981-f.2 school year the principal, a secretary, and the 
director of euidance attended various schools conducted by the Burroughs 
Corporation to lec.rn how to operate t�e cor·put�r and use the scholastic 
, 
t 
I : 
I 
pn.ckage. T})e Secretary att�n<led a on? ·.:,,.>:>1: c;chool in St. Lou 1  s to l�arn 
how to operate the computer. All three paople attended two separate 
schools in Chicago for a total of seven days for the purpose of being 
trained in the use of the scholastic pacl:ares. Of the seven days, four 
days w�re spent in the training of how to do student sch�duling on the 
Burroughs B91 Computer. 
Student scheduling for the 1981-82 school year was partially com-
3 
pleted on the B91 and finished at Southern Illinois University in Edwards-
ville. Since that time, some of the programs have be'?Il rewritten and 
student scheduling will be completed on the E91 for the 1982-83 school 
year. 
STATE�T OF PROBLEM 
It is obvious that school cannot begin in the fall unless students 
have a class schedule and teachers have class lists. For this reason, 
good student scheduling is very important to the smooth operation of a 
school system. Without a sound system for doing student scheduling, the 
beginning of a school year can be chaos. 
Of equal importance to the actual producing of students' schedules 
are the methods used to provide accurate information and allow students 
to choose their courses of study. As the size of the school system and the 
number of courses offered grow, the process ··of stud:mt scheduling· can be-
... 
come very complicated. The use of a computer and sound functioning com-
puter software can be of considerable benefit in solving this problem. 
H.any S!)ecific problems may be encountered. The following is a li-st 
4 
of s�ecif ic problems which will be encountered and must be satisfactorily 
solved. 
1. Are there �ood "hand outs" available for students which 
explain the curriculum and the procedures to follow in 
order to get prere�ister�d? 
2 .  Did the counselors who distributed these "hand outs" 
provide good, clear explanations of the curriculum and 
the procedure? 
3. Is there an opportunity for individual or small group 
couns�ling regarding course selection? 
4 .  D�d parents have the opportunity for input into course 
selection? 
5. Are students properly motivated to make serious and 
realistic decisions about course selection? 
6 .  Are the deadlines which are imposed realistic and attainable? 
7. Is the data entered into the co��uter accurate and verified? 
8. Are the people operatin� the computer well trained and 
available when needed? 
9. Did the computer software programs work properly? 
10. Did the computer hardware function properly? 
11. Is there proper use of the reports that are generated from 
the computer? 
12 . Has a good �aster schedule been constructed? 
1 3 .  Are the students involved in solving their schedu�e.cionflicts? 
14. Is there enou?,� help available durin� the suMmer to solve 
student conflicts and enroll new stude:i.ts? 
This study will address the problem of student scheduling. Both the 
counseling with students for the purpose of course selection and the use 
of a computer to produce the final student schedule will be discussed. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
All schools· must schedule students; however, an obvious limitation 
of this study is that not all schools use computer scheduling. Ma�y 
smaller or middle size schools use hand scheduling or arena scheduling. 
, The cost of purchasing a computer and trainin� people to use it might 
be an unwise investment for smaller school districts. 
5 
Another limitation of this study would be that other comput�r schedu-
ling programs will not be identical to the Burroughs' "canned" scheduling 
package. There are some similarities among all computer scheduling pack­
ages, but there are also unique features of each. This study will present 
the features of the Burroughs' system. 
The fact that Centralia High School does not have a computer programmer 
on the staff will limit the amount of technical information that will be 
included in this study. The study will not be useful for the person who 
wishes to analyze the computer program language. 
Schools which do not have counselors might find this study limiting 
in their situation. Much of the study will deal with using counselors to 
distribute� explain, and collect data about course selection. This process 
must be done with any type of student scheduling, but some schools may not 
have the personnel to spend as much time and effort as this study suggests 
is necessary. 
DEFINITION OF TEPJ·tS 
Backed-up The copying of data from permanent computer 
disk to a temporary mini disk. 
Bridge 
Burroughs B91 
CSR 
Data Files 
Disk Directory 
End of Job· 
Hardware 
Mini Disk 
Peer Helpers 
Programmer 
Programs 
Reinitialize Disk 
Soft Ware 
Systems Analyst 
Tallies 
The transfer of computer information from one 
file to another. 
The model of computer which Centralia High 
School has purchased. 
6 
Computer Service Representative. An expert who 
visits the installation site and he�ps solve 
proble.�s as they arise. 
Information about school, students, and courses 
that has been entered and stored on the computer 
disk. 
An area of the permanent disk which tells the 
location of various bits of information. 
The computer process of removing a particular 
program from active status. 
Computer machinery. 
Small, flexible disk for temporarily storing 
data. 
• 
A group of students in Centralia High School who 
have been trained to help counselors. 
Person who can use computer language to write 
the format for computer scheduling programs. 
A computer operation which performs a certain 
facet of student scheduling. The program is 
identified by four letters and two numbers 
(example--SCSJ58 and OLSJ15). 
The removing of all information from the 
permanent disk and placing the file back on the 
disk from ''back-up." 
Computer programs. 
A person who is the nurroughs' expert on com­
puter sche<luling and other scholastic programs. 
A count of the number of students requesting a 
particular course. 
CHAPTER II 
RATIONALE, RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
RATIONALE 
Schools throughout the nation are faced with the problem of how to 
best schedule students into classes. The problem is not as major in the 
elementary school since students spend most of the class time with the 
same teacher. However, in junior high school, high school, and college 
systems the problem of student scheduling deserves careful consideration. 
As the size of the student body and the number of course offerings in­
crease, the problem of student scheduling becomes more complex. With a 
large number of course offerings and a large student body, utilization of 
a computer can make the task of student schedulin� mor� manageable. 
Principals, counselors, and secretaries spend a tr�rnendous amount 
of time at the task of student scheduling. Much of this_time is spent 
at routine paper work, with the accuracy of the paper work leaving much 
to be desired. Also, much of the time spent at student scheduling is 
done during the sunnner. The hiring of secretaries, conputer operators, 
and counselors during the suT!lI!ler months can be very expensive. By using 
an effective computer schedulin� program, a school district can process 
the tremendous amount of paper work associated with student scheduline 
mor� accurately and efficiently. Co��uter schedulinp, can save valuable 
time and allow the principal and counselors to do other important tasks. 
Although some summer employment will be necessary, the amount of summer 
employment can be reduced, thus saving the school district money. 
7 
If conputer scheduling is contracted to another facility, much ttme 
is spent waiting for the data to be processed and reports furnished. By 
having a computer in the school district, work on student scheduling can 
proceed at the district's own convenience and even be processed in the 
evenings or on weekends .  
8 
Having its own computer allows the district to save time and in­
creases the likelihood o f  resolving student scheduling conflicts while 
the students are still in school.  It is often difficult to locate stu­
dents during the sumr.ier and, as a result, the principal or counselors 
make decisions for the students. The students need to be involved in 
making decisions about their course selections. Also , with the use of· 
the computer it is possible to conclude the school year with both students 
and faculty knowing how the next school year will begin. This is a great 
advantage to both students and faculty. 
All school systems must process the payroll and analyze the budget. 
Computers are very efficient at doing these tasks. Computers are be�om­
ing smaller, faster , more efficient , and cheape� . As a result , school 
districts should investigate the possibility of m-ming a computer large 
enough to perform work in both the areas of school finance ��d scholastic 
records.  
REVIEH O F  THE LITERATURE 
In reviewing the literature with regard to computer student ·schedul­
ing, the researcher examined the latest issues of  Phi Delta Kappan and the 
NASSP Bulletin. Several articles on student scheduling were found, but none 
9 
addressed the development of a manual to aid in the scheduling of students 
vi.th a computer. 
Most of the articles reviewed attempted to solve the dispute as to 
whether computer student scheduling or student self scheduling is best. 
·• Wall states that student self scheduling is best for the following 
three reasons: 
1. A student is able to solve scheduling conflicts on the spot 
and the conflict is not solved by a principal or cotmselor. 
2. The student is totally involved in making his schedule and 
thus will be more satisfied with the end product. 
3. Computers do not place classes in educationally sound se­
quences, but self scheduling can custom tailor the student 
schedule.l 
Tilwick supports the case for computer scheduling based on the fol-
lowing six reasons: 
1. In computer scheduling 90% of the students can get the 
classes they originally wanted. The computer can con­
sider more opticns than the student can consider. 
2. The computer priority for sch�duling students is "hardest 
to schedule" not alphabetically by name. 
3. The computer can better balance classes. 
4. The computer can balance classes by sex and ethnic group 
which helps satisfy <l esegregation requirements. 
S. Students can help solve their own scheduling conflicts. 
Principals and counselors do not have to solve the con­
flict without student input. Also, the time saved by 
using a computer can allow students to get help from 
their parents with solvine; these scheduling conflicts. 
Students do not have to solve conflicts on the spot. 
· lp. Edward Hall, "Class Schedules--Cooputer Loaded or Student 
Self-Scheduled?," NASSP Bulletin, Volume 63, �lunber 427, Hay, 1979, 
pp. 95-96. 
6 .  The final scheduling run can be made just prior to 
registration and this allows for late schedule 
changes. to be oade.2 
. Wall divides student scheduling into two phases. First, course 
selection is the most critical phase and involves counseling with stu-
10 
dents to get the students to select their courses based on goals, values, 
and interests. The second phase, class scheduling, gets the most admin-
istrative attention and actually produces the final student schedule. 
This researcher would agree with Wall that course selection is the most 
critical phase.3 
Some articles that were reviewed stressed combining computer and 
self scheduling to get the best results. Eichhorn presented the idea of 
using the computer to produce prescheduling reports to help build the 
best possible master schedule and then allow students to do self 
scheduling. 4 
Barker stressed allowing students to pre-register and then proceed 
with computer scheduling. However, ac�ording to Barker, at registration 
the student had the choice of taking the schedule which had been pro-
duced by the computer or rejecting that schedule and going through a 
self-scheduling process. 5 
2Richard L. T:f.lwick, "Student Self-Scheduling: An Unintentional 
Deception," NASSP Bulletb., VoluMe 59, i-!umber 394, �Tov., 197 5, pp. 116-117. 
3wall, p. 93. 
4John P. Eichhorn, "College Scheduling for th'? High School," �IASSP 
Bulletin, Volume 60, Nu-r.iber 404, Dec., 1976, pp. 93-911. 
5Brian H. Barker, "Arena vs. Conputer Schedulinp,," �-iASSP Bulletin, 
Volume 64, !1unber 434, �farch, 1980, p; 114. 
.. 
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The January, 1982, issue of the Phi Delta Kappan was almost compretely 
devoted to the computer age in education. lt>st of the articles were con­
cerned �"1.th computer instruction, and no article addressed the pro�lem of 
computer scheduling. However, the general theme of the entire issue was 
that the age of the computer is upon schools, and educators need to become 
computer literate. Schools need to teach computer literacy to the students, 
and administrators need to be aware of the many used of computers within the 
schools. The researcher believes that this issue of Phi Delta Kappan sets 
the tone for the future use of computers in schools. The use of the com­
puter to perform administrative functions will become even more common in 
school districts of all sizes. 
UNIQUENESS OF THE STUDY 
In cnecking with other school districts that do computer scheduling, 
the researcher has not been able to find any district that has developed 
a manual for computerized student scheduling. Some computer compani�s do 
provide manuals which describe how to use their particular program, but 
the manual° does not include ideas on how to use counselors to gather the 
necessary information or use secretaries to enter the information into the 
computer. This study is unique in that it may be the only one of its type, 
or at least one of only a few such studies. 
This study provides general information which will be useful to any 
computer scheduling program. However, the study will be especially de­
signed to be used with the Burroughs system. Several school districts in 
Illinois have already purchased the Burroughs system, and this study should 
lo.. 
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be especially useful to those schools. In the future there will be other 
school districts considering the purchase of a computer for student sched-
uling. This study will provide those districts with useful information 
about a computer sch�duling system. To be able to review the procedures 
., used, the amount of time and personnel needed , and the problems encountered 
will be most helpful in deciding whether or not to purchase a computer 
scheduling system. 
Possibly the most significant contribution this study will make is 
to provide Centralia High School with a manual for computer scheduling. In 
the event that the Director o f  Guidance should leave, no one else on the 
staff would have the necessary training in the use of this particular sys-
tem. Much time, effort, and cost would be involved in training a new person. 
This manual will help provide a large· amount of the expertise and information 
needed to operate the Burroughs' student scheduling system at Centralia 
High School. 
This study will benefit students by developing a plan for counselors 
to counsel all students individually or in groups of no more than six 
students for the purpose of course selection. Also, students and their 
parents will benefit from the development of "hand outs" and computer re-
ports to be sent home for the purpose of keeping parents informed and 
involved in the scheduling process . Students will especially benefit by 
being able to participate in solving next year ' s  schedule conflicts while 
the present school year is still in session. 
Teachers will benefit by being allowed to participate in the develop-
ment of both course descriptions and the master schedule. Teachers will 
13 
appreciate knowing what subjects they are to teach during the next school 
ye
.
ar, and when and .where those subjects will b e  taught. Computer reports 
will make it possible for teachers to know which students will be in their 
classes for the next school year. These reports will be especially help­
ful .to teachers who wish to contact certain students before school is 
dismissed or during the surnoer vacation. Both students and teachers will 
ben�fit from computer reports which allow counselors to maintain better 
.class balance. 
�I 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
GENERAL DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
This is not a data based study but rather a field experience. This 
experience took place from December , 1931, to June , 1982. The experience 
�entered on the use of Centralia High School personnel and a Burroughs B91 
computer for the purpose of scheduling Centralia High School students into 
classes for the 1982-83 school year. Computer scheduling occupies a sig­
nificant amount of the time of several people during the latter half.of 
the school year. These people must develop curriculum, counsel student s ,  
and operate the computer in order t o  accomplish the goal o f  successfully 
scheduling each student into classes for the 1982-83 school year. To 
tmderstand the design of this field experience, it is important to know the 
duties and responsibilities of the people within the school system who are 
involved in the computer scheduling process. 
The Superintendent has the responsibility for developing the curricu­
lum and making recommendations to the Board of Education in regard to the 
courses that will be offered for the next school year. This action starts 
the scheduline process . The Superintendent becomes directly involved in the 
scheduling process again when he makes reconnnendations concerning the staff­
ing needs for the next school year . To make these recommendations, the . 
Superi�ten�ent reviews the course tallies (number of students requesting spe­
cific courses) to see if the teaching staff needs to be increased , decreased, 
or remain the same. In reviewing the.course tallies , the Superintendent will 
decide if any courses will not be offered because of low enrollment. 
14 
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The Principal has the overall responsibility for student scheduling; 
however, much of this responsibility is delegated to other staff members. 
Earl� in the scheduling process the Principal attends curriculum confer­
ences involving the department heads and counselors. The Principal helps 
interpret the curriculum and makes administrative decisions in case of a 
dispute over the procedures to be followed in explaining the curriculum 
to students. 
The Principal reviews the course tallies and offers suggestions to the 
Superintendent regarding staffing needs and courses that should not be 
offered because of low enrollment. Also, the Principal has direct respon­
sibility for developing the master schedule. In developing the master 
schedule, the Principal assigns teachers to courses they will teach by 
period and assigns rooms that will accommodate these courses. 
Durine this field experience, the reseacher has served as Director 
of Guidance. The Principal has delegated most of the responsibility for 
student scheduling to the Director of Guidance. The Director of Guidance 
develops the "hand out" materials that are given to students. These mate­
rials help· explain curriculum and preregistration procedures. The materials 
include course description books, lists of courses which are offered to 
each grade, and preregistration forms. 
The Director of Guidance schedules and assisns counselors various 
activities during different phases of the scheduling process. These activi­
ties would include curriculum conferences and attending classes for the 
purpose of explaining next year's curriculu� to the students. 
The Director of Guidance develops and administers an eiRhth grade 
testing and orientation program. This program allows eighth graders 
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to be preregistered for high school and involves coordinating the program 
among thirteen separate "feeder" school districts. Also, the Director of 
Guidance is responsible for using test results and eighth grade teacher 
recoimnendations to place s�udents into one of three ability tracks that 
' are available in English and math. The scheduling of a session with eighth 
graders for the purpose of returning test scores and explaining ability 
grouping is also a responsibility of the Director of Guidance. 
By mid-March, the Director of Guidance must provide course tallies 
to the Superintendent and Principal. This means that all students must 
have completed preregistration and the number of students wanting to take 
each course has been counted. This process is vital to the determining 
of staffine needs for the next school year. Timing is very important, 
especially if there is to be a reduction is staff. The Director of Guidance 
meets with the Superintendent and the Principal to off er recommendations 
concerning staffing, courses which should not be offered because of low 
enrollment, and the number of sections of each class that should be placed 
into the master schedule. Also, the Director of Guidance assists the 
Principal in developing a master schedule and suggests changes which might 
lessen the chance of having student schedule conflicts. 
Tile Director of Guidance establishes deadlines and rules for student 
schedule changes. Counselors adhere to these deadlines and rules which 
provide flexibility but outline basic steps which must be followed before 
students can receive a schedule change. 
The Director of Guidance has responsibility for scheduling counselors 
to work during surraner months for the purpose of reviewing students who 
failed courses, solving scheduling conflicts, and enrolling new students. 
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Each cou.�selor works two weeks during the summer. It must be decided ·how 
much of this time should be used after the present school year and before 
next school year. This work will allow for fewer mistakes on students' 
schedules and help to start the school year with less confusion. 
The Director of Guidance has total responsibility for use of the com-
puter to schedule students. This requires knowledge of both computer soft-
ware programs and computer hardware. To become knowledgeable, the Director 
of Guidance has attended school to learn about scheduling software programs 
and has practiced at ev�ry opporttmity to learn how to use the computer 
hardware. The Director of Guidance must coordinate the use of computer 
operators to perform various tasks which must be done during the process 
of student scheduling. In addition, the Director of Guidance must analyze 
the various computer reports that are generated and make recommendations 
and decisions based on these reports. 
Department heads are involved in two major aspects of the scheduling 
process. First, they develop course descriptions and attend curriculum 
confer$'.lces to explain the curriculum to counselors. Second, department 
heads assist the Principal in developing a master schedule by submitting 
a plan for their departmental part of the master schedule. They assign 
teachers to classes they are going to teach and assign rooms in which 
classes will be taught. This is subject to review and change by the 
Principal. 
Counselors play a vital role in the scheduling process because they 
. - . 
are a direct· link between students and the computer process. In order to 
become informed and updated about cur�iculum, counselors attend curriculum 
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conferences and discuss with department heads courses to be offered for 
th°e next school .year • 
. The most important aspect of student scheduling occurs when coun-
selors meet with stu�ents to explain the curriculum and assist students 
in selecting the best possible course of study. Counselors meet initially 
with students in groups of 25 to 30 to distribute curriculum information 
and preregistration procedures. Next , counselors confer with students 
individually or in small groups for the purpose of selecting a course of 
study. As counselors finalize course selections , they have the responsi-
bility of accurately writing down course numbers on a course request form. 
If these numbers are not a�curate , many mistakes will result on students' 
schedules .  
Counselors help administer the eighth grade testing program and ex-
plain test resul�s to eighth graders . If desired, counselors will confer 
with any eighth grader or their parents on an individual basis. 
After all student course requests.have been entered into the computer, 
the requests are printed and counselors check the requests for accuracy. 
This is necessary detail work because if mistakes are put into the computer, 
there will also be mistakes on the sch�dules. 
Counselors are again involved directly with students when schedule 
changes are being considered and conflicts are being resolved . Counselor 
advice is very important to students and their parents when they are con-
sidering altering their original course selections . At the end of the 
. -
school year� counselors review lists of student failures and advise students 
�egarding classes that need to be rep�ated .  This involves altering students' 
course requests for the next school year. 
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Computer operators must be very knowledgeable about software programs 
and especially knowledgeable about computer hardware. Training has been 
provided to help instruct the computer operators. Support personnel is 
available through the use of a toll free number to a systems analyst. 
· Computer operators enter all data into the computer and verify its 
accuracy. Any mistakes or changes to the data must be maintained. Re­
ports that are needed are printed and given to the Director of Guidance. 
One of the main responsibilities o f  the computer operator is to keep ''back 
up" for all data files. 
The gtiidance off ice secretary assists with the computer operator 
duties. In addition, the guidance office secretary mass produces all 
student "hand outs" that are needed for student scheduling. One o f  the 
most important duties of the guidance office secretary is to schedule 
student and parent appointments with counselors. An efficient scheduling 
system is a very important factor in meeting deadlines. In order to meet 
the course tallies deadline, the guidance office secretary tallies each 
course by hand. This is necessary in case the computer does not function 
properly or the data has not all been entered into the comput�r. 
SA.�LE .Ai�D POPULATION 
The population of this study is the student body at Centralia High 
School in Centralia, Illinois. When the scheduling phase o f  this study 
took place in May of 1982, there were 1,288 students to be scheduled. 
The breakdown by class is: 
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9th grade - 322 students 
10th grade - 306 students 
11th grade - 336 students 
12th grade 324 students / 
TOTAL 1,288 students 
The population of Centralia High School changes weekly. Students en­
ter and withdraw on a regular basis, but past experience has shown that 
approximately 50 to 70 new students will enroll before the next school year 
begins. If this estimate holds true for the 1982-83 school year, there will 
be approximately 1,350 students to be scheduled. In developing the master 
schedule, this change in enrollment must be taken into consideration·. 
The final master schedule developed in April of 1982 contained 165 
different courses. Of those 165 courses, there were 67 single sections and 
23 double sections. In addition, several courses in English and math have 
three ability groups. Additionally science and social studies courses have 
two ability groups. This makes for a very complicated master schedule and 
results in several schedule conflicts. 
RESULTS 
One result of this field experience was successfully scheduling 1,288 
stuaents for the 1982-83 school year. The scheduling process was complete 
by the end of the 1931-82 school year, except for working with students 
who had to repeat a course because of a second semester failure. 
Of the 1,288 students scheduled in May of 1982, 225 had schedule con­
flicts. This represents successful scheduling of 33% of the student body 
on.the first run. Table 1 shows the scheduling success rate for each grade. 
!.. 
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. Table 1 
Students Successfully Scheduled On First Run 
Total Students With % Students 
Grade Students Schedule Conflicts Successfully Scheduled 
12 322 143 56% 
11 306 58 81% 
10 336 17 95% 
9 324 7 98% 
School 1,288 225 83% 
Upon first examing these results, one might be disappointed. How­
ever after solving 225 schedule conflicts, the researcher found that only 
106 students had true schedule conflicts which required them to choose 
courses other than their original choices. This results in 1,182 of the 
1,288 students being successfully scheduled with their original course 
selections. The researcher was very pleased with a 927. success rate. 
Table 2 reflects the number of true schedule conflicts for each grade. 
Table 2 
Students With True Schedule Conflicts 
Total Students Getting Students Selecting 
Grade Conflicts Original Courses Replacement Courses 
12 143 66 77 
11 58 33 25 
10 17 14 3 
9 7 6 1 
School· 225 119 106 
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The 119 students could be scheduled into their original course selec-
ti'ons for th.e fo.llowing five reasons: 
. 1. There were some mistakes in data entry which caused students 
to have too many co�rse requests. Once this condition was 
corrected , �he student would be successfully scheduled. 
2 .  It was possible to raise the class size limit on some sections 
and thus allow more students to be scheduled. 
3. Some students were willing to eat lunch during a period other 
than when the cafeteria is open, thus allowing courses to be 
scheduled during their original lunch period .  
4 .  It �s possible to split full year courses into two semester 
length courses, thus allowing for more flexibility in 
scheduling. 
5. Some alternate courses had been entered into the co mputer 
along with a student ' s  original cours� selection. These 
alternates were mostly in the area of physical education and 
study halls. The co mputer program did not always use these 
alternate courses pro perly. Often counselors could use the 
alternate course selections to solve a schedule conflict. 
A second result o f  this field experience was the writing o f  a computer 
scheduling t!t2.Ilual for Centralia High School. The manual is presented as 
the Appendix. It describes the use of . counselors and the Burroughs B91 com-
puter ·to schedule students into classes for the next school year. 
The manual is divided into two sections. Section A describes the 
use of counselors in the scheduling process. Section B describes the use 
of the D91 computer in the schedulin13 process. The researcher believes 
that in order to help clarify the scheduling process it is best to separate 
the role of the counse.lor from the role o f  the computer. However , sections 
A and B are connected by ref erring to the time o f  the school year when cer-
tain phases of the sch�duling �recess are being completed . Therefore, it 
is possible to compare the sche.duline activities of counselors with the 
scheduling precesses being done on the ccmpµter. 
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Both sections A and B o f  the manual are subdivided into schaduling 
phases . A phase is an event or series of events which occur for the pur-
pose of accomplishing a specific goal. Each phase will eddress in ,. this 
order the following topics : 
A. Time of school year - This will connect sections A and B. 
B. Purpose - This states the goal that is to be accomplished 
during this phase. 
C. Person responsible - This names the person who has the 
responsibility for administering this phase. 
D .  School personnel involved - This names the people who 
assist in accomplishing the goal of this phase. 
E. Time to complete - This tells how much time is required 
to complete this phase .  
F. Attachment - This refers the user to an attachment which 
helps explain this phase .  
G .  Details - This describes methods used and problems which 
may b e  encountered during this phase. 
The attachments are included at the end o f  the manual and consist of 
"student hand outs", schedules for counselors, and computer reports • .  There 
are attachments for both sections A and B .  The attachments help describe 
the various phases of computer scheduling. 
. CHAPTER IV 
Sfil-IMARY • FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, �ID RECOMMENDATIONS 
SID1MARY 
A very important factor in the successful operation o f  any high school 
is student scheduline. The researcher found limited information regarding 
.student scheduling in the literature. The information which was reviewed 
discussed the pros and cons of student self scheduling versus computer 
scheduling. This field experience focused on the use of computer scheduling 
high school students into classes for the 1982-83 school year. 
This field experience took place at Central�a High School where the 
researcher serves as the Director of Guidance. Centralia High School is 
a comprehensive high school with 1 , 300 students in grades nine through 
twelve. The master schedule contains 165 courses, of which 67 are single 
section courses and 23 are double section courses. The remaining 75 courses 
all have three or more sections. The computer scheduling of 1,300 students 
into 165 courses proved to be a very time consuming and challenging 
experience. 
Centralia High School is not a newcomer to the idea o f  scheduling 
students by co�puter. For several years Centralia High School did computer 
scheduling at McDonn ell-Douglas and the Parkway School District , both in St . 
Louis. Mor e r ecently , computer scheduling had been done through Southern 
Illinois University at Edwardsville. Varying degrees o f  success were expe­
rienced from each o f  these sources. In August o f  1980, Centralia High 
School purchased a B91 computer from the Ilurroughs Corporation. The 
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principal, director o f  guidance, and a secretary were trained to learn how 
to operate the computer and use the student sQheduling programs . Student 
scheduling was partially completed on the Burroughs B91 for the 1981-82 
school year and was fully completed on the B91 for the 1982-83 school year. 
This stbdy presents in detail the duties and responsibilities of the 
people within the Centralia High School system who are involved in the com­
puter scheduling process. The superintendent is directly involved with 
adopting the curriculum and allocating staff for the next school year. The 
principal is directly responsible for student scheduling but he delegates 
most of the responsibility to the director of guidance. The principal is 
active in building a master schedule and staffing that schedule. 
The director of guidance (also the researcher) has �he major responsi­
bility for using both counselors and the computer to successfully schedule 
students . There are four counselors who confer with students both individu­
ally and in small groups for the purpose o f  selecting the best possible . 
course o f  study. 
A computer operator has the responsibility for operating the computer 
and using technical expertise to correct any problems involving either hard­
ware or software. A guidance secretary schedules students to meat with 
cotmselors and assists the computer operator with data entry . Teachers and 
department heads assist with the development of curriculum and student 
course selection. 
There are two major results of this field eA-perience. The first re­
sult is the successful scheduling of 1, 300 students for the 1982-83 school 
year. With the exception of printing the student schedules and class lists , 
the scheduling process was completed by June 1 5 .  Th e  research�r considers 
the scheduling process very successful with 92% of the students being · 
scheduled into their first course selections . The computer scheduling 
expert at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville expected 85% to 
907. of the students to be scheduled without conflict. 
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The second result is the development of a computer scheduling manual 
for Centralia High School. This manual is presented as the Appendix. The 
manual contains two sections . Section A is titled "Use of Counselors" 
and Section B is titled "Use of the CoT'!'lputer" . Both sections are sequenced 
by time of the school year , beginning in mid-December and ending in mid-
August. Each section is further divided into scheduling phases . The 
scheduling phases identify the school personnel involved in each phase 
and discuss the duties and responsibilities of the individuals. These duT 
ties and responsibilities must be satisfactorily accomplished if the 
scheduling process is to be successfully completed. The manual contains 
attachments which are examples of information sheets , forms, letter s ,  and 
computer report s .  These attachments are helpful in explaining the schedu-
ling procedures. 
FINDINGS 
The followinp, findings indicate what the researcher found as a result 
of this field experience: 
1. Many aspects of the Burroughs student scheduler system are 
common to all computer scheduler systems . 
2 .  The 1981-82 attempt at schedulin� students on the nurroughs 
B91 computer was not successful because of faulty programs ; 
howaver. tha 1982-83 attempt was successful after revisions 
of the scheduler programs . 
3. Some of the scheduler programs are still faulty and need 
further revision s .  
4. It i s  possible for counselors to meet with students indi­
vidually and in small groups and still maintain the time 
schedule which is outlined in the computer scheduling man-:.. 
ual shown iµ the Appendix. 
5. On the first run of computer scheduling, it is possible to 
schedule at least 83% of the student body into classes 
without conflict. 
6 .  O f  the 225 student schedule conflict s ,  only 106 were actu­
ally scheduling conflict s .  This translates into 92% o f  the 
student body getting all the courses they originally chose. 
7 .  It is not adequate to only employ the computer operator for 
9 1 / 2  months. 
8. Student s ,  parent s ,  teachers , and department heads all appre·­
ciated being involved in and informed early about next year ' s  
scheduling progress . 
CONCLUSIONS 
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In conclusion, the researcher believes that computer scheduline is a 
very efficient method of scheduling students . It is also the conclusion 
of the researcher that counselors, working with students, are the most 
important part of the student scheduling proces s .  This phase should not 
be overshadowed by the presence of a machine. 
As computers b ecome less expe..�sive and programs more efficient, 
school districts should investigate the possibilities of owning their 
own computer to perform student scheduling and other tasks . The computer 
may save time and money by allowine school districts to perform tasks at 
the co.nven:j,ence of the school district. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
For school districts considerinp, the use of a computer for student 
scheduling, the researcher would off�r the following recommendations : 
1 .  School districts should thoroughly investigate the cost 
and efficiency of using the new smaller and less expen­
sive computers to do student scheduling and other admin­
istrative tasks. 
2 .  One should remember that counselors, working with students 
and parent s ,  are the most important aspect of the student 
scheduling process. 
3 .  School personnel who are responsible for student scheduling 
should examine the computer scheduling manual which is at­
tached as the Appendix. 
4 .  During the process of computer scheduling, one should ex­
pect some problems with both computer hardware and software 
and be patient until the problems are solved . 
5.  Duri�g the first year o f  computer scheduling keep ?-11 alter­
nate scheduling method available just in case the problems 
are too s�rious to be solved before a pre-established dead­
line date. 
6 .  Since the scheduling process continues during the summer 
months , make sure that the trained computer operator is at 
least a 10 1/2 month employee. 
7 .  During the scheduling proce.ss keep students ,  parents ,  
teachers, and department heads informed o f ,  and involved in, 
the various aspects of scheduling classes for the next school 
year . Most of the. scheduline information should be available 
during the current school year. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This manual is written in an attempt to explain com?uter scheauling 
o f  high school students .  The manual is written specifically for the 
staff and students at Centralia High School in Centralia, Illinois . Also , 
the manual is written to b e  used in conjunction with the Burroughs B91 
computer and Burroughs student scheduler system. It is hoped that schools 
who are using other computer scheduling systems or schools that are in-
vestigating the possibility of computer scheduling will find this manual 
useful . 
The manual is designed to b e  used by the p erson or persons within 
a school system who are most responsible for the use o f  a computer and 
the use of counselors in the student schedulinP, process. At Centralia 
High School the director o f  guidance is such a person. However , in other 
school systems such a person might b e  the principal, curriculum coordi-
nator , counselor , reeistrar , or · possibly even the superintendent. 
The manual contains two section s .  Section A ,  Use of Counselors, 
· describes the jobs and activities which must be accomplished by the guid-
ance department if computer scheduling o f  students is to b e  successful . 
Section A is directed mainly at how counselors work with students and 
parents to assist in making decisions about course selection . Section B ,  
Use of the Computer , describes the various computer programs which must b e  
run at the proper times if computer scheduling i s  to b e  successful . Sec-
tion B is directed mainly at the use of the machine to produce various 
scheduling reports .• 
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Both Sections A and B are further divided into scheduling phases. 
Section A, use of counselors, contains fourteen scheduling phases. S ec-
tion B, use of computer, contains nineteen schedulinp, phases . A scheduling 
phase can best be described as an ev ent or series of events which occur for 
the purpose o f  accomplishing a specific goal. 
Each scheduling phase is further divided into the following topics : 
A .  Time of school year 
This topic lists the approximate time of the school year 
when the phas e will occur. Also, this topic serves to 
connect the phases in Section A with the phases in Section 
B. The first phase begins in December and the last phase 
is conpleted in mid-August. 
B. Puroose 
This topic states in one or two sentences the main obj ec­
tive of the scheduling phas e .  This topic allows the user 
to gain the m ain idea of the scheduling phase without 
�eading all the details. 
C .  Person resoonsible 
This topic will list the person or persons who are held 
responsible for s eeing that the schedulin� phase is 
accomplished on time and without error. 
D. S.chool personne.l involved 
This topic will list the other school personnel who must 
satisfactorily accomplish their tasks if the scheduling 
phase is to be completed on time and without error. 
E. Time to comolete 
This topic will list �he approximate amount of time that 
is r eouired to complete the sche<lulin� phase for 1 , 30� 
stud�nts . 
F. Aftachments 
Attach�ents ar e sanples o f  forrns , letters, and reports that 
are used during th� scheduline phase. Section A ,  use o f  
counselors , has eightiaan attachmen_t s .  Section n, , use o f  
computer , has twenty-five: attachments . 7fost o f  the attach­
ments have been dev eloped by thP. director o f  �uidance and 
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counseling staff at Centralia High School. Som� of the attach­
ments are examples of computer reports which are generated �y 
the Burroughs ' sch�duling programs . All attachments are se­
quenced at the end of the manual . 
G. Details 
This topic d escribes in detail the process which must be 
followed in order to accomplish the. stated �urpose. �-Then 
computer programs are. liste�, SCSJ or SCHJ programs are 
designed to be run on the comput�r console and OLSJ pro­
grams are designed to be run from the on-line computer 
terminal . 
The author has attempted to keep the language of this manual non-
technical in a n  effort to make the manual usable by school personnel 
regardless of their computer literacy . 
., 
SECTION A - USE OF COUNSELORS 
Phase 1 - Develop ''h�nd-out" materials for students 
A. Time of school year 
December 1 - 20 
B .  Purpose 
c. 
D. 
E.  
F. 
G. 
The guidance o f fice must mass produce all mat�rials which are 
necessary for the preregistration of students. 
Person responsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
School personnel involved 
Guidance office secretary and department heads 
Tirle to complete 
3 weeks 
Attachments 
These will b e  shown in later phases . 
Details 
The board of education adopts curriculum changes at the regular 
November school hoard meeting. This meeting is held on the 
fourth Monday in November. After curriculU!Jl decisions are made, 
the guidance off ice Must develop and mass produce three sets of 
handout materials. The first set of materials are curriculum 
books , which in 200 words or less describe each course to be 
offered . The second set of materials are lists of courses which 
are offered at each grade level . The third set of materials 
produced are preregistration fonns which are color coded for 
grades 10, 11, and 12. The department heads are responsible for 
writing the course descriptions and the guidance office secretary 
types and mass produces the materials under the direction of the 
director of guidance. 
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Phase 2 - Curriculum conferences 
A. Time of  school year 
December 20 - 25 
B .  Purpose 
It ·is important that all people involved underste.nd the cur­
riculum which is to be offered for the next ·school year. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D.  School personnel involved 
Principal, counselors, and department heads 
E .  Time to complete 
Twelve class periods spread over 3 days. 
F. Attacht'lents 
A-1 
G. Details 
Curriculum meetings are necessary to insure that counselors , 
department heads, and the administration have a mutual under­
standing of  the curriculum which is to be offered for the 
next school year. At the meetings course descriptions are 
reviewed , prerequisites are examined , and methods of recruit­
ment are discussed . Als o ,  any problems that have been 
encountered during, the present school year are discussed and 
solutions are sought. This meeting creates a good line o f  
conmlunication , and gets everyone involved thinking about the 
task of scheduling students for the next school year. 
Phase 3 - Counselors r.ieet with eleventh grade students 
A. Time of school year 
January 3rd 
B .  Purpose 
Counselors will distribute: preregistration materials to elev­
enth grade students. 
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C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors and United States history teachers 
E. Time to complete 
1 day 
F.  Attachments 
G .  
A-2 , A-3, A-4 , A-5, A-6 
Details 
United States history is a required course for all 11th grade 
students. Cotmselors meet with groups o f  25 to 30 11th grade 
students for a period of 50 minutes during their history class 
(A-2) .  There are usually eleven sections of United States 
history, so each counselor attends approximately 3 classes. 
Any 11th grade student who does not have United States history 
is instructed to report to the guidance office to receive the 
necessary materials. Counselors distribute five "hand outs" .  
The first "hand out" is a curriculum book which has short course 
descriptions. Students are instructed to read the course de­
scriptions and share the books with their parents. Curriculum 
books are to be turned in to the guidance office Yhen students 
return their preregistration forms. The second "hand out" is 
a list of courses (A-4) which are offered at aach grade level . 
This list helps students review the courses they have already 
taken as well as specify the courses which are offered to 
twelfth grade students. Prerequisites are also listed. The 
third ''hand out" is a pink preregistration form (A-3) which is 
to be completed and returned to the guidance office within three 
days. If a student needs longer than three days to complete the 
form it is granted ; however, students who fail to return the 
preregistration form will have their courses selected by their 
counselor. It is advised, but not necessary, that parents sign 
the prere�istration form. Fourth, a list of graduation require­
ments (A-5) is provided to each student . Students must acce?t 
the responsibility for knowin� the �raduation requirements. The 
fifth "hand out" is a list of counselors (A-6) and their student 
assiem'l\ents . 
During this meeting counselors will discuss courses, decision 
making, graduation requirements, curriculum chan�es, and answer 
1 1 
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any questions that students may ask. These are very productive 
meet.1.ngs ,  .and having the meetings the first day back from Christ­
mas break causes little interference for the history classes. 
Phase 4 - Counselors meet individually with eleventh grade students .  
/ 
A. Time of school year 
Janltary 4 - 1'1a.rch 1 
B .  Purpose 
Cotmselors will assist students in selecting next year ' s  course 
of study. 
C. Person responsible 
Counselors 
D. Schoo1 personnel involved 
Counselors and guidance office secretary 
E. Time to complete 
8 weeks 
F. Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
The guidance off ice secretary schedules no more than two 11th 
grade students per period to see their counselor. This allows 
twenty t o  twenty-five minutes for an individual conference .  If 
another meeting is n�cessary , i t  will be scheduled. At this 
meeting the counselor and student discuss graduation require­
ments� career aspirations, and select courses for the next school 
year. Counselors stress that any student who wishes to change 
a course selection must do so by mid-April. Schedule changes 
will be very difficult to obtain at the beginning of the next 
school year. Counselors will have other dutie s ,  so this process 
is extended over an eight week period of time. Those students · 
who do not honor their scheduled appointments will be seen in 
larger groups or the counselor will select their course of study 
and allow no schedule changes. 
Phase 5 - Cot.mselors meet with tenth grade students. 
A. Time o (  school year 
January 24 - 25 
B. Purpose 
Counselors will distribute preregistration material to tenth 
grade students .  
C .  Person responsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors and English II teachers 
E. Time to complete 
1 or 2 days 
F. Attachments 
A-4, A-5 , A-6, A-7, A-8 
G. Details 
Counselors meet with a group o f  25 to 30 tenth grade students 
in the English II classes (A-7) . The meetinBS last for 50 
minutes . Any tenth grade student who is not in an English II 
class is instructed to report to the guidance o f fice and re­
ceive the necessary preregistration materials .  There are 
usually twelve sections o f  Enelish II, so each counselor will 
meet with 3 classes . 
Counselors distribute five "hand outs". The first "hand out" 
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is a curriculum book which contains short course descriptions . 
The curriculum books may be taken home, but the books must be 
returned to the guidance office when a students returns the 
preregistration form. The second "hand out" is a list o f  
courses (A-4) which are offered at each grade level . This list 
identifies those courses which are in the curriculum book that . 
may b e  taken at the eleventh grade level. Also, this list 
allows students to review courses which they have already taken. 
Prerequisites are listed. The third "hand out" is a blue pre­
registration form (A-8) which must be filled out and returned 
to the guidance office within three days . Students may have 
longer than three days to complete the form; however , if 
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students fail to return the form, counselors will select a stu­
dent's courses. and allow no schedule changes. Parents are 
encouraged to sign , but not required to sign, the preregistration 
form. Fourth, each student receives a list of counselors and 
counseling assignments (A-6) . The fifth "hand out"_ is a list of 
graduation requirements (A-5) . Students must accept the responsi­
bility for knowing the graduation requirements .  
During this meeting , counselors will discuss courses, decision 
making, graduation requirements, curriculum changes, preregis­
tration procedures, and answer any questions which students might 
ask. Tenth grade students are informed that they will meet with 
counselors in groups of 4 to 6 students for the purpose of f inali­
zing course selection. Some students may have an individual ap­
pointment if time is available. 
By havine these meeting� at this time of the school year , counse­
lors -had the previous week to make any schedule changes that will 
help get the second s emester start�d smoothl y .  
Phase 6 - Counselors meet with tenth grade students i n  small group s .  
A .  Time of school year 
January 25 - March 11 
B .  Purpose 
Counselors will assist students in selecting next year ' s  course 
o f  study . 
C .  Person resnonsible 
Counselors 
D .  School personnel involved 
Counselors and euidance off ice secretary 
E. Time to comolete 
7 weeks 
F. Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
The guidance office secretary will .schedule tenth grade students 
to see counselors in groups of 4 to 6 students per period . 
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Cotmselors will have reviewed the preregistration forms and in­
formed the gui�ance office secretary which students should b e  
grouped together. This allows students who have selected simi­
lar courses or students who have similar career goals to be seen 
in the same group. 
Cotmselors stress the fact that schedule changes will be dif f i­
cult to obtain after mid-April . Students who do not honor the 
appointment will be warned once and then counselors will select 
the studen t ' s  course of study and allow no schedu1e changes . 
After the group meeting , counselors will check each 
tration form and reschedule students if necessary. 
must be well prepared for this fifty minute session 
going to accomplish their goal. 
Phase 7 - Eighth grade testing and orientation program 
A. Time of  school year 
February 1 - 2 
B .  Purpose 
preregis­
Couns elors 
if they are 
This phase begins the preregistration process,  and gathers test 
information which helps place eighth grade students into high 
school courses . 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Cotmselors and eighth grade teachers 
E.  Time to complete 
2 days 
F.  Attachments 
A-5 , A-6 ,  A-9 ,  A-1 0 ,  A-11,  A-12 , A-13, A-14 , A-15 
G. Details 
The director of guidance must schedule and coordinate this testing 
program with fourteen "feeder" schools . A letter informing prin- · · 
cipals of  test dates and test ?rocedures is sent in early December 
(A-10) . Also, a teacher rating form is included which asks the 
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eighth grade teachers to rate each student ' s  achievement in . 
English, �ath, science, and social studies. These are to be re­
turned to the guidance office by February 18th. 
The test requires two days. The first day approximately 200 stu­
dents from Centralia Junior High School will attend and the second 
day 130 students from the other thirteen "feeder" schools will 
attend. Counselors will proctor the test and th�y are assisted 
by eighth grade teachers. Centralia Junior High School will send 
seven or eight teachers and the outlyinR schools will send five 
or six t eachers . The areas tested are languap,e art s ,  reading, 
math , and educational ability. The test results and teacher rec­
ommendations are used by the director o �  p,uidance to place students 
into the proper track o f  English, math, and science. 
The test is given in the cafeteria and we must vacate the cafeteria 
during lunch periods. The total group o f  eighth grade students is 
divided into four smaller groups. During the !1th period lunch, two 
groups o f  eighth stud<mts eat lunch and two groups o f  eighth grade 
students go to classroo�s for an orientation program. During the 
5th period lunch the groups exchan9;e places. This allows the · coun­
selors to conduct an orientation meetinp, with a smaller �rou� o f  
students and also does not place a burden on the cafeteria (A-9) . 
Counselors spend fifty minutes talkin� with a group of eighth grade 
students about entering high· school . A packet of materials is 
distributed a.�d counselors discuss the ninth grade curriculum (A-12 , 
A-13) and the procedure for becoming preregistered for high school .  
Included in the packet o f  materials are course description s ,  physi­
cal e.xarn forms , enrollMent forms , counselor assignments (A-6) , 
graduation requirements (A-5) , and ·a letter inviting parents to 
the eighth grade parents' nip,ht (A-14) . Each student completes a 
student information card (A-11) and counselors collect all cards 
before the meeting is dismissed. This card allows the computer 
operator to build a student file in the conputer while the �uid­
ance office is waiting for the test results to be returned. 
During their lunch period, the ei�hth grade s�urlents are given 
a twenty minute tour of Centralia High School . This tour is con­
ducted by a group o f  peer helpers who have b een trained by the 
cotmselors. Students still have thirty minutes for lunch, -which 
is furnished free o f  charge. 
The �uidance department hosts an eip.hth grade parents ' night 
(A-15) on the �fonday following t�e test. This allows parents 
the opportu..11ity to ask questions after reviewin� the materials 
which their son or daughter has broup,ht home. Both parents and 
students have been told that the enrollment forms are to be 
returned to their principals by February 18th. 
A lot is accomplished during these two days and ei�hth grade stu­
dents b enefit r.reatly from beinB on the campus o f  Centralia 
High School. 
Phase 8 - Counselors meet with ninth grade students. 
A. Time of school year 
February 15 - 16 
B. Purpose 
Counselors will distribute preregistration materials to ninth 
grade students. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors and ninth grade math teachers 
E. Time to complete 
2 days 
F. Attachments 
A-4, A-5, A-6, A-16, A-17 
G. Details 
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Counselors meet with a group of 25 ' to 30 ninth grade students 
during math classes. Math is a required class for all ninth 
grade students and each counselor has approximately four classes 
(A-16) . Counselors spend fifty minutes with each class. 
During this meeting counselors distribute five "hand outs". The 
first "hand out" is a curriculum book which contains short course 
descriptions for all classes that are offered to tenth grade stu­
dents .  These books may be taken home and shared with parents; 
however, the book must be returned when students return the pre­
registration form. The second "hand out" is a list of courses 
(A-4) which are offered at each grade level. This list will be 
helpful to students who wish to plan ahead and look at the 
courses which will be offered to them during the eleventh and 
twelfth grades. The third "hand out" is a yellow preregistration 
form (A-17) which must be completed and returned to the · guidance 
office within three days. Students who fail to meet this dead­
line will be given one warning and then counselors will select 
their courses and no schedule changes will be allowed. Parents 
are encouraged to sign the preregistration form, but this is not 
required. The fourth and fifth "hand outs" that students re­
ceive are a list of counselors (A-6) and graduation requirements 
(A-5) .  
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During this meeting counselors thoroughly discuss each course 
that is to be �ffered to tenth grade students .  Time does not 
permit an individual conference with each ninth grade student, 
so students are informed that the courses they write down on the 
preregistration form will be final unless a counse�or finds a 
mistake. Students may request an individual conference and 
such will be granted provided time is available. Since most 
ninth grade students will be seen only in this large group set­
ting , it is very important that counselors motivate students to 
be very serious about their future plans and select courses 
accordingly. 
Cotmselors will review each ninth grade preregistration form for 
accuracy and appropriateness of course selection. If needed, 
the counselor will schedule an individual appointment with ninth 
grade students .  
Phase 9 - Abil.ity grouping eighth grade students 
A .  Time o f  school year 
February 23 
B .  Purpose 
The director o f  guidance will review the course selection o f  
eighth grade students and place eighth grade students in the 
proper ability group o f  English, math, and science. 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Director o f  Guidance and department heads 
E .  Time to complete 
One week 
F .  Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
By this time o f  the school year , eir,hth grade students have re­
turned enrollment forms to their principals and the principals 
have sent the forms to the high school . The director o f  guid­
ance will fill out enrollment forms and select courses for any 
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student who fails to return the forms . It is important to k�ep 
the forms organized by schools since the counselors will return 
to the feeder schools in about one week and discuss the course 
placement. 
The director of guidance will check the enrollment forms .to see 
if each student has selected the proper number of courses. If 
not, the counselors will correct this situation when they visit 
the feeder schools in about one week. 
Centralia Hieb School has three ability groups of English I ,  
four ability groups o f  freshman math, and three ability groups 
o f  freshman science. As the director of euidance reviews each 
student ' s  enrollment form, the student is placed in the proper 
ability group. This placement is based on both eighth grade 
test results and eighth grade teacher recommendations. The 
department heads of English, math, and science review the work 
of the director of guidance and of fer recommendations for change. 
While reviewing enrollment forms , the director of guidance writes 
the course numbers on the form. This allows the computer opera­
tor to use the enrollment forms to enter course requests into the 
computer. Also, the director of guidance makes notations about 
any situation which needs special consideration. When the coun­
selors distribute the test results , counselors use these notes 
and organize the meetings in such a manner as to solve any prob­
lems which exist. 
Phase 10 - Counselors visit eighth grade classes . 
A. Time of school year 
March 7 - 8 
B .  P.urpose 
Counselors will discuss eighth grade test results and explain 
course placement. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Counselors and eighth grade teachers 
E .  Time to complete 
Two days 
i .  
F. Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
The director o f  guidance and the principal o f  Centralia Junior 
High School schedule counselors to visit the eight home rooms 
dur�ng two different periods. Each counselor has two classes 
to visit . The counselors contact the principals of the other 
feeder schools and make their own arrangeMents to visit. Each 
counselor will have three schools to visit. 
Counselors have about forty minutes for each session. During 
the session test results are returned and explained. Students 
will have a copy of the test results to take home and share 
with their parents .  Also, during this session, eighth grade 
teachers are asked to call attention tc any student who they 
feel has been placed in the wrong ability group. Counselors 
make sure that action has been taken on the notes that were 
furnished by the director of guidance. These situations must 
be solved before coWlselors leave the school. 
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When counselors return to the high schoo l ,  necessary course 
changes are made after discussing the changes with the director 
of guidance. These changes are made by simply changing the 
course number on the enrollment forms. 
Phase 11 - Course tallies 
A .  Ti�e of school year 
March 18 
B .  Purpose 
The director of guidance will furnish the superintendent and the 
principal with a count of the number of students requesting each 
course. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Superintendent , principal, director of guidance, guidance office 
secretary 
E. Time to complete 
One week 
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F .  Attachments 
None 
G .  Details 
The guidance office secretary must review each student course 
request form and tally the number of students re�uesting each 
course in the curriculum. The computer will produce these fig­
ures ; however, to be safe this process is done by hand and 
later checked with the computer figures . To have accurat e tal­
lies , it is necessary to have all students preregistered before 
the March 18th deadline. 
The director of guidance will review the course tallies and give 
copies o f  the final report to the superintendent and the princi­
pal. The superintendent arranees a meeting for the purpose of 
discussing the course tallies. This meeting is attended by the 
principal and director of guidance. At this meeting three 
topics are discussed . The first topic discussed is the courses 
which will not b e  offered because of low enrollment . The s_econd 
topic discussed is the number o f  sections o f  each class that are 
neede<l to accommodate the students. The third to�ic discussed is 
the number of teachers that are needed to properly staff the curri­
culum. The school board will make final decisions on staffing at 
the March school board meeting 
It is very iMportant that course tallies be accurate and given 
to the superintendent by the deadline which has been designated . 
Phase 12 - Counselors maintain student course requests. 
A. Time of school year 
Mid-Harch - April 20 
B .  Purpose 
Collllselors will make any necessary changes to students ' course 
requests because of classes not being offered, special requests 
of teacher s ,  and student requested schedule changes. 
C. Person resnonsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors and teachers 
E .  Time to complete 
4 weeks 
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F. Attachments 
A-18 
G. Details 
After the curriculum has been established and all students have 
been preregistered, some changes to students ' course requests 
will be necessary . These chanp,es must b e  completed by April 
20th. On this date the actual scheduline phase begins and no 
more changes will be made until schedulin� has been completed 
for all students. 
At this time there are three types of changes being considered. 
First ,  students who requested a class that will not be offer�d 
must select an alternate course .  Counselors are given a list of 
those students and instructed to make the necessary chanees. Sec­
op.d, .teachers may have turned in lists of students who require 
special courses or special situations . For example, student coun­
cil, athletic P .  E. , work program , . hearing impaired, and level 
changes might all require altering students ' course requests . 
Counselors are instructed to revi�Y the lists and make the nec­
essary changes. Third , for various reasons students or parents 
might request course changes. Counselors have the authority to 
review these requests and allow or deny the course. chanP,e. No 
student requested course change will be allowed without parent 
permission (A-18) .  
By April 20th the course requests have been maintained and the 
scheduling phase will begin. Course changes will be prohibited 
until all students have been completely scheduled. From this 
point schedule changes · will be more difficult to obtain . 
Phase 13 - Schedule conflict resolving 
A. Time of school year 
May 9 - 27 
B. Purpose 
Counselors will resolve all student schedule conflicts. 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of r.uidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors, guidance office secretary 
E .  Time to complete 
3 weeks 
F .  Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
The director of guidance furnishes counselors with a detailed 
conflict matrix for each student who was not completely sched­
uled . Counselors review the matrix and resolve the conflict. 
Resolving the conflict may involve choosing a replacement 
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course after conferring with students and their parent s .  Other 
conflicts may b e  resolved by using one o f  the following four 
solutions . The first solution is correcting mistakes in data 
entry. Even after careful checking , some data entry t:listakes 
will be present and correcting the�e mistakes will resolve the 
schedule conflict. The second solution is raising class size 
limits to allow more students to be scheduled into various sec­
tions of classes. This can b e  done moderately and only after 
approval of the director of guidance. The third solution is 
using preselected alternate courses . These alternate courses 
are physical education , study halls ,  or classes that were chosen 
by students when they originally s elected their course o f  study. 
The fourth solution is splitting full year classes into two 
semester lensth classes. Counselors make a request to the di­
rector of guidance for additional classes and the request is 
approved or rejected at the discretion of the director o f  
guidance. 
Counselors must write the directions necessary to resolve the 
conflict on the students ' matrix and return the matrix to the 
guidance office secretary . It is very important that the direc­
tions b e  clear and uniformly written. The director of guidance 
instructs the counselors on the proper method to use in writing 
the direction s .  The geidance office secretary uses these direc­
tions to enter the course changes which are necessary to resolve · 
the conflict. 
At the conclusion of this phase all students are completely sched­
uled for the next school y:ar. Schedule chanp.es will once again 
be considered . Schadule changes will b e  made only if there are· 
good reasons , parent approval , and vacant seats in the class. 
Phase 14 - Counselors check second semester failure lists. 
A. Time of school year 
Early June 
B .  Purpose 
Counselors make schedule changes for students who must repeat 
courses because of academic failure. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of r.uidance 
D .  School personn�l involved 
Counselors and teachers 
E .  Time to complete 
One week 
F. Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
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Each teacher must turn in to the guidance office a list o f  stu­
dents who failed their course for the second semester. 
Two counselors work for one week after school is dismissed for 
the sununer . The counselors review the failure lists and make 
the necessary schedule changes. Students and parents are con­
tacted by counselors when necessary. 
The guidance office secretary enters the necessary schedule 
changes into the computer and this completes the scheduling of 
students for the next school year. Scheduling should b e  com­
pleted by mid-June. 
SECTION B - USE OF COMPUTER 
Phase 1 - Current leyels o f  computer programs 
A. Time of school year 
December 20 
B .  Purpose 
c. 
D .  
E .  
F .  
G .  
The director o f  guidance will check to see if the computer pro­
grams which are going to be used for student scheduling are the 
latest levels available . 
Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
School personnel involved 
Computer operator 
Time to complete 
2 hours 
Attachments 
None 
Details 
This beginning phase of computer scheduling takes only a short 
time to complete . For that reason this phase might seem unim­
portant and is easily overlooked . However , a little time spent 
in the beginning might save a lot o f  time and trouble in the 
future. 
The Burroughs Corporation is continually modifying and improvin� 
the computer software pro�rams . These improvements are then 
sent to the customers at various times of the year . It is very 
important that the director of guidance and computer operator 
take a couple of hours to check and doubte check the scheduling 
programs to make sure that all o f  the latest il".lprovements in 
programming have been placed into the computer. The computer 
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operator should do an LR, which is a list of all the programs 
which are currently included on the computer disk. After check­
ing this list, the computer operator can make any needed correc­
tions in programming. 
For identifying the scheduling programs , any program which is 
listed SCSJ is designed to run from the console while any pro­
gram which is listed as OLSJ is designed to run from the on­
line terminal. 
Phase 2 - Bridge from student records to student scheduler 
A. Time of school year 
January 3 
B .  Purpose 
This process will create master files for school, student, and 
course information. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Computer operator 
E .  Time to complete 
One day 
F. Attachments 
B-1, B-2 , B-3 
G. Details 
Either program SCSJOO or OLSJ90 will take information which is 
already contained in student records and create new files in 
student scheduler. Executing these proerams will save much time 
as compared to the computer op�rator entering each bit of inf or­
mation that is needed. 
Three files are created durin� this program. The first file 
which is created is the school file (B-1) . The school fila con­
tains the following infornation: 
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1. School number 
2 .  School type 
3 .  Low grade 
4 .  High grade 
5 .  School name 
6 .  Number of divisions , 
7 .  Number of weeks 
8 .  Number of periods 
9 .  Number o f  days 
10. Automatic course 
11. Minimum requests 
12 . Haximum requests 
13. Sex balance tolerance 
14 . Ethnic code balance 
15. Number of reported periods 
The first nine fields in the school file are bridp,ed from stu­
dent record s .  However, the computer operator must maintain the 
last six fields in the school file because these fields are not 
used in student record s .  This maintenance may b e  done at the 
time of the bridging. Fields 13 and 14 are used only when at · 
least one course is to be balanced by sex or ethnic groups . 
Field 10 is not used at Centralia High School at this time . The 
user has the option to bridge all schools in a district or indi­
vidual schools. 
The second file which is created is the student file (B-2) . The 
student file contains the following inforroa-cion : 
1. Home school 
2 .  Student name 
3 .  Sex 
4 .  Ethnic code 
5 .  Student ID 
6 .  Homeroom 
7 .  Locker number 
8 .  House code 
9 .  Grade 
10 . Track/Ability 
11 . Priority 1 
12 . Priority 2 
Fields 1 through 1 0  are all contained in student records and 
thus may be bridged to student scheduler. Fields 6 and 7 would 
be bridp,ed only if a student was to keep the same locker- and 
homeroom for the next school year. Durinp, bridging, field 9 
would b e  increased by one since all students would be moved 
ahead one grade for the next school year. This would also elimi­
nate seniors who would b e  eraduating before the next school year. 
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Fields 11 and 12 will b e  assigned when executing a later proBram. 
These fie�ds will determine the order of scheduling priority. 
The user may receive a report of all students who were bridged. 
This report helps identify all students who are now a part of 
next year ' s  scheduling process. 
The third file which is created is the course file. The course 
file -may be bridged in its entirety or the user may elect to 
bridge course header records only. If the master schedule is to 
remain nearly the same each year the first option would be best. 
However, Centralia High School changes the mast.er schedule sip,­
nificantly so it is best to bridge only course headers (B-3) . A 
course header does not contain any section information, but does 
contain the following fields : 
1. Course ID 
2 .  Course name 
3 .  Course balance code 
4 .  Course pairing priority 
5 .  Course alternate course 
The first two fields are the only fields which are bridged. 
Fields 3 ,  4 ,  and 5 must be maintained by the computer operator 
using program SCSJlO. Field 3 is used only if a course is to b e  
balanced b y  sex o r  ethnic group s .  Field 4 i s  an estimate of the 
number of sections of a course that will be offered. This field 
is later used to produce the course conflict matrix. Field 5 is 
used only if there is to b e  an automatic alternate course used 
in case of a scheduling conflict. Once the master schedule has 
been determined , course headers will b e  replaced by section in­
formation and meeting patterns. 
Completion of the bridging program marks the early b eginning of 
the long student scheduling process. All files must be "backed 
up" to provide an additional copy o f  each file in case of computer 
failure. 
Phase 3 - Print student course request forms 
· A. Time of school year 
January 5 
B .  Purpo se 
This process will produce forms on which counselors will write 
students ' course requests. 
C. Person responsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
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D. School personnel involved 
Counsel�rs and computer operator 
. E .  Time to complete 
3 hours 
F. Attachments 
B-4, B-5, B-6 
G. Details 
Each course in the curriculum must have its own unique number. 
It 1.s the responsibility of the counselors to change course 
names to course numbers so that a students' course requests may 
b e  �tered into the computer. If  the course request numbers are 
entered into the computer wrong, the result will be a schedule 
that is wrong. Accuracy will be b etter if cotmselors have the 
course request form available as they talk with each student. 
This allows counselors to complete the forms one at a time rather 
than several hundred at a time. 
The director of euidance provides each counselor with a list of  
courses and course numbers (B-4) . This list will indicate to 
counselors if a course is taught as a full year class or taueht 
as a semester class. This list also indicates to counselors 
whicb full year courses may be broken into s emester courses. For 
example, a full year of 214 Art I may be offered for the first 
semester as 214C or the second semester as 214D. Cotmselors are 
instructed to use only the co�rse numbers that appear on this 
list. If  other course numbers are needed , counselors must call 
this to the attention of the director of guidance to be approved 
or disapproved . Alternate course numbers are preceded by the 
letter A. 
Computer program SCSJ17 will produce a course request form for 
each student. The course request fonn is simply an 8 X 11 sheet 
of  computer paper with a heading that contains the following 
infoTination : 
1 .  School number 
2 .  Student ID 
3 .  Student name 
4 .  Sex 
5 .  School year 
6. Date printed 
.; 
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Preprinted forms are available from the Burrou�hs Corporation , 
but the forms are much more expensive and will not do any better 
job . These forms ma.y be printed in a variety of order s ,  but the 
best method is to print the forms in alphabetical order by grade . 
Counselors can keep each grade in a separate folder and tpis 
gives each counselor a count o f  how many more students must be 
conferred with before the j ob is complete. Attachment B-5 shows 
a course request form and attachment n-6 shows the course request 
form after a counselor has entered tha course numbers. Lunch 
will not b2 entered at this time but will be mass added for all 
students at a later date. 
Counselors will give the completed course request forms to the 
guidance office secretary. The guidance office secretary will 
keep a check list of those stud:nts which have been completed 
and this list will help schedule those students who have not 
selected courses. Also, the completed course request form will 
serv� as a computer input form at a later date . 
This phase of computer scheduling will take several weeks to com­
plete and accuracy and neatness by the -people involved are very 
important . 
Phase 4 - Create ninth grade student information file 
A. Time of school year 
February 7 - 8 
B. Purpose 
This process will use information gathered from eighth grade 
students and create a ninth grade student file in computer 
scheduler. 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Computer operator and guidance office secretary 
E .  Time to complete 
2 days 
F. Attachments 
A-1 1 ,  B-2. 
.. 
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G. Details 
During the bridging process mentioned in Phase 2 ,  a student in­
formation file was created for next year 's tenth, eleventh, and 
twelfth grade students. Before course requests may b e  entered 
into the computer for next year ' s  ninth ?,rade students, a· student 
information. file must b e  created . 
During the eiehth �rade testing and orientation program, counse­
lors asked. each student to complete a student information card 
(A-11) . These cards were collected and given to the guidance 
office secretary. The guidance office s ecretary arranged the 
cards in alphabetical order and assigned a student ID numb er for 
each student. 
The computer operator and the guidance office s ecretary will use 
program SCSJ13 or OLSJ15 to enter ninth grade student information 
into the computer. �vith both p�ople working nearly full time on 
this process, it will r equire two 4ays to complete. Another day 
will b e  requir�d to check the student information (B-2) report 
to make sure that the file is correct. The student information 
file contains the following information: 
1. School numb er 
2 .  Student name 
3 .  Sex 
4 .  Ethnic code 
5 .  Student ID 
6.  Homeroom 
7 .  Locker nur!lber 
8 .  . llous e code 
9. Grade 
10. Track/ Ability code 
11.  Priority !II 
12 . Priority !.!2 
Ite.111s !11 , 2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  and 9 are the only itc:.ms which are entered 
at this tine. Items 1.17 ,  8 ,  and 10 are not used at Centralia High 
School. Items f.E6 , 1 1 ,  and 12 will b e  completed at a later date 
by another computer program. 
The student information f.ile must b e  "backed up" to include a 
copy of the newly added stud�nt record s .  
Phas� 5 - Student information file maintenance 
A. Time of school year 
February throueh June 
B .  Purpose 
This process allows the student informatian file to be altered 
by deleting or changing students. 
C. Person resnonsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Guidance office secretary 
E. Time to complete 
2 minutes per student 
F. Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
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Periodically during the s econd semester of school , students will 
withdraw from school or mistakes will be detected in the student 
information file. These situations must be maintained by the 
guidance office secretary. Program SCSJ14 or OLSJ15 allcws main­
tenance to be done on the student information file. Changes may 
be made to any item in the student inf or�tion file except the 
student ID number and the priority codes. Also, students may be 
completely deleted from the student inf ornation file. It is very 
important to remember to unschedule any courses which are sched­
uled a.�d then delete all course requests for a student before 
deleting the student from the student information file. Other­
wise ,  students who have withdra�m from school will appear on 
class lists. 
Each time that maintenance is performed on. the st.udent information 
file, that file must be "backed up" by the guidance office secre­
tary. For this reason, file maintenance nay h e  performed periodi­
cally as needed. The "be.ck up" will always provide a current copy 
of the student infornation file. 
Inquiry into the student information file may he done in program 
OLSJ15. Inquiry allows the user to look �t the information con­
tained in the file without allowing any clianges to b e  made to 
the· file. 
Phase 6 - Create students' course request files 
A. Time of school year 
March 14 - 18 
B .  Purpose 
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During this process the student s '  course requests will be entered 
into the computer . 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Computer operator and guidance off ice secretary 
E.  Time to complete 
1 week 
F .  Attachments 
None 
G. Details 
Counselors have finished preregistering each student and the 
course request forms have been completed . The next step is to 
create the student course request file. During the process of 
creating the course request file a class file is created auto­
matically. This class file will later become class lists. 
To create these files, the computer operator and the guidance 
office secretary must use program SCSJ21 or OLSJ15 and enter 
the ID number o f  each course selected by every student. This 
amounts to six to twelve entries for each student . The total 
number of entries will be between 1 3 , 00() and 14,000 and each 
entry is placed into two files. This is one of the largest jobs 
processed in computer scheduling. With both the computer opera.­
tor and guidance office s�cretary working full time this process 
will take one week to complete. The course r�quests will b e  
placed into the computer during the mornine and the afternoon 
will be required for the progran to p,o to the 11e!ld of job". 
Approximately 250 to 300 students will be completed each day. 
The reason that it takes so long for this proeram to go to "end 
of j ob "  ·is that two files are b eing created and sorted to make 
sure that each course ID is valid and there are no duplicate 
courses for a student. It is esti�ated that for each hour o f  
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computer input it will require an additional hour to create and 
sort the cours� request and class files . 
It is very important to keep these files "backed up" each day. 
This protects aeainst having to reenter the data in case of com­
puter failure. When the files are complete, it will require 
four mini disks for ''back up" and take one hour to complete the 
''back up" process . 
After the course request file has been created , program SCSJ22 
or OLSJlS �ay be used to maintain the course request and class 
files . The maintenance functions included the capabilities to : 
1.  Drop a course from one stud�nt ' s  requests. 
2 .  Add a course to one student ' s  requests. 
3.. Replace a course for one student. This option allows 
one course to be dropped and another course added in 
a single operation. 
4 .  Unschedule a course for one student. If scheduled, a 
course must be unscheduled before it can be dropped er 
replaced . 
5 .  Unschedule all courses for one student. 
6. Drop all unscheduled courses for one student . 
7 .  Delete one student ' s  course request record. All courses 
should be in an unscheduled state before the record is 
deleted. 
8. Change student course requests based on the presence of 
a course. Only the students having the course are 
available for chan�e. The change may be applied to stu­
dents of a particular grade or sex. The change options 
allow the user to add a course, drop a course ,  or re­
place a course. 
9 .  Change student course requests based on the absence of  
a cours�. Only students who do not have the course are 
availabl� for chan��. Otherwise, this option is the 
same as Numb er 8 .  This is the option that may b e  usen 
to mass add lunch to all students ' course requests . 
10.  Change student course requests based on a ran�e of stu­
dent ID ' s .  This is similar to 8 and 9 above. 
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The first s�ven options listed above are used numerous times be­
tween now and the time when the scheduling process is completed. 
Any time that in2.intenance is done to course requests , the cou�se 
request and class files must be ''backed up". This is very time 
consuming. 
Phase 7 - Mass add lunch periods to each stude.n.t '.s course requests 
· A .  Tine o f  school year 
March 21 
B .  Purpose 
c. 
D. 
E.  
F. 
G • . 
This process adds lunch as a course request to each student ' s  
course request file. 
Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
School personnel involved 
Computer operator 
Time to complete 
1 hour 
Attachments 
None 
Details 
At Centralia High School lunch is served during the fourth and 
fifth periods. Since lunch occupies an entire perio d ,  it may b e  
entered a s  a course request for each student. Lunch could have 
been entered into the course request file for each student indi­
vidually. However ,  it is faster and more accurate to mass .add 
lunch to all student s '  course requ�st files in one single 
operation. 
The course. ID nur.lbers for lunch are 002A which meets first 
semester and 00213 which meats s econd semester. Lunch can b e  
mass added t o  each student ' s  course request file by using the 
course request maintenance function which allows the user to 
add a cours� to all students ' request files based on the absence 
of a course. The user is saying to the. conputer, based on the 
absence of 002A ad<l 002A to each student ' s  cour s e  requ�st file. 
In a s econd operation the user raay also add 002Il in the. same 
manner. The two operations can be completed in about one hour. 
1 .. 
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Since maintenance has been done to the course request and class 
files, the ·computer operator must '1Jack up" these two files. 
After this mass add function has been completed , each new stu­
dent wh� is added to computer scheduler must have 002A and 002B 
entered as one of their course requests. 
Phas"e 8 - Produce pre-scheduling reports 
A. Time of school year 
March 22 
B .  Purnose 
This process will produce three pre-scheduling reports which 
analyze the courses requ�sted by the student body. 
c. Person responsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
D.  School personnel involved 
Computer operator, principal , department heads,  and teachers 
E.  Time to complete 
1/2 day 
F .  Attachments 
B-7, B-8, B-9 
G. Details 
�t this point all files have been created with the exception of 
the master schedule. To build the master schedule the user oust 
analyze the courses requested by the student body. To do this 
the user will print three reports.  
The first report printed is  the preliminary course rosters .(B-7) . 
The computer operator can print this report by using program 
SCSJ3l� or OLSJ25 .  The re�ort may be printed for all courses or 
a range of courses.  The report furnishes a list of students who 
have requested the course. The list of students is divid�d by . 
grade and sex. At the end of each course there is a summary of 
the total number of students requesting the course. 
It is not necessary to print this r�port for each course .  There 
are some teachers and department heads who request this i!lfor­
mation for certain courses and the informati.on is easily provided. 
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Also , the course rosters may be .printed for those courses which 
have prerequisites and the cou.�selors can check to see that each 
student meets the prerequisite. The course rosters are very use­
ful in producing the names of all students who have requested 
courses that will not be offered because of low enrollment. The 
counselors are instructed to conf�r with each student and- select 
a replaceme�t course. 
The second report printed is the course requests tallies (B-8) . 
The computer op�rator can print this report by using program 
SCSJ36 or OLSJ25 .  The report may be printed for all courses or 
a range o f  courses and for all grades or a range of grades. The 
report is printed in course ID order and the tallies are divided 
by grade, sex, and ethnic group . At the end of each course there 
is a summary of the total nur:iber of students who requested the 
course. 
'The course requests tallies report is expecially useful in check­
ing the accuracy of the course tallies which were done by the 
guidance office secretary. kny large discrepancies must be re­
ported to the superintendant. Additionally , this report is use­
ful in detectine errors such as ninth grade students selecting 
twelfth grade courses. Errors may be corrected by using the 
file maintenance functions for the course request file. 
'The third report printed is the potential course conflict matrix 
(B-9) . When creatine the course header file there was a field 
for course pairing priority. This field contains an estimate of 
the number of sections of a course that will be offered in the 
master schedule. The potential course conflict matrix uses the 
information in this field. I� the estimate of the number of sec­
tions is incorrect this field may be maintained through the use 
of program SCSJlO. After maintenance, the computer operator will 
print the potential course conflict matrix by using program SCSJ38 
or OLSJ25. The report may be printed for all courses or a range 
o f  courses. Also, the report may be printed for all pairing codes 
or a range of pairing codes. 
To help build the master schedule it is important to print the 
report for only the single and double section courses . This will 
allow the user to compare the number of comrnon requestors for all 
single and double s ection courses. The principal can use this 
information to decide how to best schedule these classes so they 
will not b e  offered during the same period. It is impossible to 
separate all sinsle and double section courses, but this report 
a!lows the principal to use his best j udzment in developing a 
master schedule which has as few conflict situations as possible. 
! I 
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Phase 9 - Print the stud�t ' s  course request file. 
A. Time of school year 
March 28 - 31 
B .  Purpose 
Each student ' s  course request file will be printed in duplicate. 
One copy will be sent home to parents, and the other copy will 
be checked by the counselors for accuracy. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School oersonnel involved 
Computer operator ,  guidance office secretary, and counselors 
E. Time to complete 
1 week 
F. Attachments 
B-10, B-11, A-18 
G .  Details 
The computer operator will use proRrar:t SCSJ32 or OLSJ25 to print 
each student ' s  course request file (B-10) . The same programs 
will b e  used at a later date to process students '  course requests 
and s et scheduling priorities . However, at this time it is nec­
essary only to print the course requests in dul}licate using two 
part computer ?a.per. The re-;JOrt will list: b o t:h primary and al­
ternate cours�s and print two students ' request records per page 
o f  computer paper. The guidance office secretary will use the 
automatic paper cutter to separate the students '  request records 
for mailing. 
Each of the four counselors will b e  P,iven a copy of students ' 
course request records for one grade. Counselors will carefully 
check these records for mistakes. Counselors will check to see 
that each student has lunch and study hall for �ach semester. 
Also, each student should be assien�d to the proper physical 
education clas s .  �fost importantly, counselors are checking to 
see that each student has the proper number of courses assiened 
to completely fill the seven p eriod day. 
, .  
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The guidance office secretary mails the second copy of the stu­
dent ' s  course request file to the parent or guardian . A letter 
of e..�planation (B-11) from the director o f  guidance is enclosed. 
This letter explains the course listings and gives a deadline 
of April 20th for any necessary course changes. Counselors are 
instructed to r.£ke no more course request changes without· parent 
permission • . This permission can ·be obtained by using the student 
schedule change request form (A-18) . 
Students and parents are encouraged to call to the attention o f  
their counselor any mistakes observed o r  changes that are de­
sired. Maintenance to the course request file will be done by 
the guidance office secretary using programs SCSJ22 or OLSJl S .  
Phase 10 - Build the master schedule 
A. Time o f  school year 
April 4 - 20 
B .  Purpose 
The master sch�dule is the last file that must be created before 
students can be scheduled. 
C. Person responsible 
Principal 
D .  School personnel involved 
Director of Guidance 
E .  Time to complete 
2 1/2 weeks 
F. Attachments 
B-12 
G. Details 
The last file which must be created before students can be sched­
uled is the master schedule course file. Presently, the course 
file contains only course header s .  These course headers must b e  
replaced by complete course information files which contain meet­
ing patterns and teacher assignments . The principal has the 
responsibility for developing the master schedule. 
' I  
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Department · heads are furnished with the ntl!!1ber of  sections o f  
each class in their department . The department heads are in� 
structed to develop a master schedule for their department by 
assigning teachers to classes they will teach and assigning the 
rooms in which these classes will be taueht . This will b e  turned 
in to the principal by April 4 .  The princfoal will chang!! these 
assignnents as necessary. Department heads are instructed to 
keep the new master schedule as near as possible to the old mas­
ter schedule. 
The composite master schedule is placed on a magnetic board in 
the principal ' s  office. The principal and director of guidance 
use the course conflict matrix to review the total master sched­
ule and make any necessary chanp,es which will help reduce the 
number of  schedule conflicts. It is impossible to eliminate all 
schedule conflicts; how-ever , some time and patience spent using 
the course conflict matrix will help build the best possible 
master schedule. 
The princ�pal and director of guidance complete the course infor­
mation input sheets which contain the following information' 
about each class : 
1.  Course ID 
2 .  Section number 
3. Seats 
4 .  Course name 
s .  Report'.!d course ID 
6 .  Room 
7 .  Teacher ID 
8 .  Teacher name 
9 .  Low grade·  
10. High grade 
11. Balance-six or ethnic 
1 2 .  Restriction-sex 
13. Division-semester 
14 . Week 
1 5 .  Reported period 
16 . Scheduled period 
17 . R�ported days 
1 8 .  Scheduled days 
19 . Base credit 
20.  Effort modifier 
21.  PairinP, code 
2 2 .  Alternate course 
This process is very time consuming and accuracy is absolutely 
necessary. 
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The computer operator and the guidance off ice secretary use the 
course information input sheets and program SCSJ09 or OLSJlS to 
enter the master schedule into the computer. This process will 
take two days to complete. After the master schedule has b een 
entered into the computer, program SCSJ53 or OLSJ25 will be used 
to print a copy o f  the master schedule .  This copy must b e  checked 
and double �becked for error s .  I f  errors are found , the course 
file may be maintained by using }?rogram SCSJlO or OLSJlS. All 
items in the course file may b e  maintained except for the course 
ID and section numb er. 
It is very important to keep the course file ''backed up" each 
time changes are �4de .  This will save a lot o f  time in case of 
computer failure. 
Phase 11 - Room-teacher utilization reports. 
A. Time �f school year 
April 18 
B. Purpose 
This process helps analyze the use of teacher s ,  rooms , and helps 
the user to check the master schedule for accuracy_. 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School parsonnel involved 
Principal and comput er operator 
E. Time to complete 
1 day 
F .  Attachments 
B-13, B-14 
G. Details 
The computer operator uses program SCSJ78 or OLSJ25 to produce 
either the room or teacher utilization report s .  Both reports 
can easily be printe<l in one �our. The principal and director 
of guidance will review the reports to locate any mistakes in 
the master schedule .  The principal will use the report to ana­
lyze the use of staff and rooms . This report will show the 
principal' which roar.is and teachers are available for study hall 
and other extra assignments .  
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The room utilization report (B-13) may be printed for all rooms , 
a single room, both se�esters, or one semester. The report lists 
all classes which meet in each room and places an asterisk next 
to any possible conflict. 
The teacher utilization report cn-14) ma.y be printed for all 
teacher s ,  o�e teacher , both semesters , or one s emester. The 
report lists all classes which are taught by each teacher and 
shows the meeting patterns. Im asterisk is placed next to any 
possible conflict. 
The user may wish to print these two reports ap,ain when schedul­
ine is complete. At this time the report will indicate the 
number of students assigned to any particular teacher o r  room. 
Phase 12 - Setting student scheduling priorities 
A.  Time of school year 
April 21 
B .  Purpos e  
c. 
D. 
E.  
F. 
G. 
This precess will sort each student ' s  course request file and 
calculate each student ' s  scheduling priority. 
Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
School personnel involved 
Computer operator 
Time to complete 
1/2 day 
Attachments 
None 
Details 
All of the students ' course requests have been entered into the 
computer. The computer operator will use proeram SCSJ32 or 
OLSJ24 to sort each student ' s  course request file and calculate 
each student ' s  scheduling priority. Program SCSJ32 was run ear­
lier in Phase 9 ,  but the purpose was only to list the student ' s  
course request file and mail the file to parents. It will not 
be necessary to list the file during this process .  
j!� 1� .• 
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Using this process will greatly increase the speed of schedul.ing . 
Two functions are accomplished. First, each student ' s  course re­
quest file is sorted based on the number o f  sections available 
for each course. As a result, the student ' s  course requests are 
ordered so that the hardest course to schedule (least number of 
sections available for the course) is attempted first in the 
scheduline process. Second , in the student information file the 
fields for priority 1 and priority 2 are filled with the number 
of singleton , doubleton , tripleton , and four or more section 
courses requested by the student , This is a calculation which is 
system generated and ensures that the most difficult to schedule 
students are considered first during scheduling. 
This process will take about three hours for 1 , 300 students at 
Centralia High School. After completion , it is very important 
to "back up" the student and the course request files since both 
have changed. 
Phase 13 - Developing scheduling groups 
. A. Time o f  school year 
April 22 
B. Purpose 
This process will divide the student body and the master sched­
ule into artificial scheduling groups.  
c .  Person responsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Computer operator 
E.  Time to complete 
1/2 day 
F. Attachm�11ts 
B-1 5 ,  B-16, B-17 
- G. Details 
Using a smaller capacity conputer will not allow for the sched­
uling of 1 , 300 students into 900 sections in one large scheduling 
operation . This process will divide the student body and master 
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schedule into smaller groups for the purpose o f  scheduling. .Each 
group of stude�ts cannot contain more than 300 common courses or 
500 common sections. Once this limit is reached , the group is 
closed and a new group is started . 
The computer operator will use the program SCSJ48 or SLSJ25 to 
develop the scheduling group s .  It i s  best to develop the groups 
by grade so that there is no more than one grade per group . The 
difficulty factors calculated in ?hase 12 still apply within the 
group s ,  and the groups may be scheduled in a user d efined sequence. 
Three reports are produced at the end of this processing . The 
first report is the group sunnnary report (B-15) . The group sum­
mary report shows the group numbers of the groups created and the 
body of students included in each group . Centralia High School 
will have three groups of senior s ,  two groups o f  j unior s ,  one 
group' of sophomores, and one group of freshmen. This is a total 
o.f s�ven group s .  
The second report is the student detail report (B-16) . The stu­
dent detail report lists all students contained in each schedul­
ing group . The students may be listed in student ID order or in 
alphabetical order; however, the best method is to list the stu­
dents in scheduling order. The user may then identify those 
students who are the hardest to schedule .  
Th e  third report is the course usage matrix (B-17) . The course 
usage matrix report defines the groups requiring each course. 
From this report, the user may determine which courses scheduler 
is to access while scheduling any given group. 
After processing program SCSJ48, the user must be careful about 
adding new students and performing course request maintenance. 
New students will not be part of any group and thus will not b e  
scheduled. The user must either run program SCSJ48 again for new 
students or pre-schedule new students by entering sections with 
the course requests. After course request �aintenance, scheduling 
will b e  successful only if the new course is among those courses 
already assigned to the group to which the changed student be­
longs. If not, the user will have to run SCSJ48 again or pre­
schedule the new course by assigning a section number. 
It is very important to run SCSJ48 after all student request files 
have been created and just before the actual scheduling phase. 
Also, it is very important to have ''back up" of all files after 
SCSJ48. Durine actual scheduling the user may return to this point 
on several occasions and repeat actual scheduling. 
... 
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Phase 14 - Student scheduling 
A. Time of. school year 
April 25 - 29 
B .  Purpose 
c .  
D .  
E. 
F. 
G. 
This phase will actually schedule students into classes for the 
next school year. 
Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
School personnel involved 
Computer operator and principal 
Time to complete 
One week 
Attachments 
B-18 , B-19 
Details 
The computer operator will use program SCSJ50 or OLSJ25 to sched­
ule students into classes for the next school year. It takes 9 
hours to run the scheduling programs for 1 , 300 students as Centra­
lia High School . 
During the last week of April the scheduling program will be run 
two or three times on a trial basis . This is for the purpose of 
eva1uating the master schedule and making adjustments that will 
allow for better use and balancing of class section s .  The first 
trial run will b e  simulation scheduling rather than actual sched­
uling. In simulation scheduling the seat counters are all set to 
999 and thus allow no section to close because of lack of avail­
able seats . This will allow the diractor of guidance and the 
p,rincipal to determine if student dE.mand warrants another section 
o f  a class being offered during the same period . The other trial 
runs will be actual scheduling and this will allow the director 
of guidance and the principal to see which sections are b eing 
closed or not used adequately. The seat. count limits �ay be ad­
justed to accommodate more student s .  The user may have as many 
trial runs as desired by simply returning to after SCSJ48 "back 
up" file:s, maintaining the course file through the use o f  program 
SCSJlO, and then rerunning the scheduling program SCSJSO. 
. .. 
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By the. �d o f  the last week in April, the user should make the 
final run o f  program SCSJSO. After proceeding with the final 
run af scheduling, no more chanees may b e  made in the meeting 
patterns of the master schedule. It is still possible to main­
tain other fields in the course file. 
During the scheduling procass, the program builds a table of 
courses and sections comprised of those courses that are re­
quired to schedule the group chosen. The program allows 500 
section records or 300 cours es to be accessed in any one run. 
The use.r will specify the group of students to be scheduled . 
The. user may enter one group at a time or enter several groups 
in the order that he wishes the groups to be scheduled . 
The user will specify the number of scheduling attempts that 
should be used to try and schedule the student before flagging 
the student as a conflict. This number of attempts may be any 
number o f  attempts between 2 , 000 and 999 , 9 9 9 .  The higher the 
number of attempts, the harder the program works at attempting 
to schedule students . If time is not important, use 999,999 at­
tempts. This will take nine hours to process all 1 , 300 students. 
Tbe user has the option of choosing how of ten he would like a 
report �ndicating the student scheduling status. This reoort 
tells how 11'.any students are successfully scheduled and how many 
students have scheduling conflicts . It is suggested that this 
report b e  octained every 2 5  or 50 students . This allows the 
user to know how fast the program is proceeding and adds inter­
est to an otherwise very dull operation. At the end of the 
progral!l a stucent scheduling status report (B-18) is automat­
ically produced for each group being scheduled . Also , a list 
of c�urse/sections closed to further scheduling report (B-19) 
will automatically he produced at the end of the program. This 
report indicates the student ID of the·last student assigned to 
a closed s e.ction. 
While scheduling, the pro�ram moves sequentially through the 
requests of a student and tries all availabl e  sections ap�lic­
able to a request. This continues until a section is found whose 
mee.ti� pattern merges without conflic t .  If n o  such section is 
found for a course, the progra� attempts t.o reschedule courses 
previously scheduled in the run. In this way, sc'heduling a dif­
fere.n.t section of anot'h;r course nay allo\l th� curr�nt course to 
be scheduled. If  th� currer..t course is in conflict with all 
possibl e combinations cf the previous courses , the course is 
flagK<!d as a conflict. If the conflict course has an alternate. 
course .  the program will atterapt to schedule the alternate course. 
If neither the current course or the alternate course can be 
scheduled, the student will have to be scheciul ;d through conflict 
resolving . 
!. 1. 
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Again, it is very important to ''back up" all files after prog_ram 
SCSJSO. Much time and effort would be lost if the computer 
failed and this process had to be  repeated. 
Phase 15 - Conflict resolving 
A .  Time of school vear 
May 2 - 20 
B .  Purpose 
This phase will complete the scheduling process for those stu­
dents who are not completely scheduled because o f  course 
conflicts . 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Counselors and guidance office s ecretary 
E .  Time to complete 
3 weeks 
F. Attachments 
B-20, B-21 
G. Details 
It is  nearly impossible to schedule all students without conflict. 
This phase will produce reports which will allow counselors to 
resolve all scheduling conflicts . The computer operator will use 
program SCSJ54 or OLSJ25 to print the student conflict reports. 
Two student conflict matrices reports may be printed. The �eports 
may b e  printed for one scheduling group or all groups,  and the 
reports are printed in student scheduling order. The first report 
is the summary student conflict matrix (Il-20) . This report lists 
the course requests and section assignments for each student in 
the group who has been flagged as a schsduling conflict . A sched­
uled alternate is indicated in the report by the letter A in the 
section number assi�nment position . A conflict course is indi­
cated in the report by an asterisk in the section number assign­
ment pos·ition. The guidance office secretary uses this report as 
LI 
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a check list to indicate which students have had their schedule 
conflict resolved. This helps the director of guidance know how 
many more students' schedule conflicts must be resolved. 
The second report is the detailed student conflict matrix (B-21) . 
The detailed report is printed for each division and is used by the 
counselors to resolve the scheduling conflict . It is best to print 
the detailed report for one group at a time. As counselors work 
through one group of conflict s ,  they can be given · the detailed re­
port for the next group. The detailed rerort includes the section 
number, week , day meeting pattern , reported division, and status 
for all possible sections o f  each course requested. The special 
codes for the status field on the detailed report are as follows : 
A 
c 
Blank 
- assigned section 
- closed section 
- section still available for assignment 
Asterisk - conflict course 
If an alternate course has been assigned it will be listed directly 
b elow the primary course .  
Counselors will use the following steps to resolve scheduling 
conflict s :  
1 .  Counselors will review the detailed student conflict 
matrix report for each student assigned to their case 
load. 
2 .  If necessary, counselors will schedule a conference with 
students and parents .  
3.  Counselors will make a decision regarding the best method 
to use for resolving the scheduling conflicts. 
4 .  Counselors will list the steps necessary to resolve the 
conflict in the right hand margin of the detailed report. 
These will be steps that are needed to maintain th� stu­
dent course request file. 
5 .  Counselors will give the guidance office secretary the 
re.vised detailed report. She will enter the steps nec­
essary to resolve the conflict into the computer through 
program SCSJ22 or OLSJ15. 
6 .  I f  new sections o f  a class are needed o r  the seat counters 
need to be raised , the counselor- �ust make this request to 
the directer of guidance for approval or rejection. 
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After maintaining the student course request file, program SCSJSO 
will be used by the computer operator to reschedule all courses 
for those students who have had maintenance done to their course 
request file. This progran should be run for every forty to fifty 
students who have their schedule conflicts resolved . This process 
will take about one half hour for fifty students .  After comple­
tion of rescheduling the fifty students mentioned above, the 
counselors should be provided with a new copy of the master sched­
ule which shows the updated seat counters. The master schedule 
�s printed with program SCSJ53 and allows the counselors to see 
which sections are still availab le for assignment. Als o ,  it is 
necessary to "back up" all files after resolving each forty to 
fifty student schedule conflict s .  
Phase 16 - Final student course request maintenance 
A. Time of school year 
May 25 - June 10 
B .  Purpo s e  
This process allows counselors to make any necessary year end 
schedule changes. 
C. Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School personnel involved 
Counselors and guidance office secretary 
E .  Time to complete 
2 weeks 
F. Attachments 
None 
G .  Details 
Even though the student scheduling process is finished and all 
conflicts have been resolved , it will be necessary for counse­
lors to make sone schedule changes at the very end of the school 
year. These final schedule chanees will be necessary because of 
four reason s .  
The first reason is that some students will h e  changing from a 
regular class schedule to the work pro�ram schedule. During May, 
� I  � .  
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The work program coordinator places as many students as possible 
into the work program for the next school year . 
The second reason is teacher recommendations . During May , teachers 
turn in lists of those students who should not proceed to the next 
level o f  a course, or those students who sl1ould change ability 
levels in �nelish , math , social studies , or science . Counselors 
WL11 examine the lists 2nd make any necessary changes . 
The .third reason is student requested schedule changes . These 
are not permitted without parent permission, and counselor approval. 
Also , before a schedule change is permitted counselors must check 
the master schedule to see i f  the requested class is available to 
the student at a time which merges into the s tuden t ' s  schedule. 
The fourth reason is s tudent failure . All teachers turn in to 
the ,guidance secretary a list of s tudents who failed their class 
for t.he second semester. Cotulselors will work one week after 
school is dismissed for the · sUI11.Iner and review the lists of fail­
ures and make any necessary s chedule change for those students 
who must repeat a class or those students who cannot proceed to 
take a class because of failing a prerequisite. 
The process used for making the final s tudent s chedule changes is 
as follows : 
l .  The counselors inform the guidance office secretary 
which students might be in need of a schedule change. 
2 .  The guidance office secretary will pull from the files the 
course request input _form for each s tudent. 
3. The guidance office secretary will inquire into the sched-· 
ule of each student and write the schedule on the course 
request input form. The form is then given to the 
counselor. 
4 .  Counselors will confer with teachers , parents , or students 
if necessary . 
5 .  Counselors will write on the input form the steps nec­
essary to perform the needed course request maintenance 
and return the input form to the guidance office secretary . 
6 .  The guidance office secretary will enter the course re­
quest changes into the computer _through program SCSJ22 
or OLSJlS . 
7 .  · The computer operator will run program SCSJSO to resched­
ule all those students who have had maintenance done to 
their course request file .. 
• : 
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At this point, one week after school has been dismissed for the 
summer , all sc�eduling of students for the next school year has 
been completed . 
Phase 17 - Homeroom assignments 
A. Time of school year 
June 13 
B .  Purpose 
This process assigns all students to a homeroom for the next 
school year. 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D .  School personnel involved 
Computer operator and guidance off ice secretary 
E .  Time to comolete 
1/2 day 
F. Attachments 
B-22, B-23 
G .  Details 
Periodically throughout the school year students will meet in 
homerooms and teachers will take attendance. Therefore , it is 
necessary that students know to which homeroom they have been 
assigned and teachers must have a list of all students who are 
to report to their homeroom. 
The computer operator uses program SCSJ79 or OLSJ25 to assign 
students to homerooms . The homeroom assignment will be printed 
on each studsnt ' s schedule. Homerooms will be assigned alpha­
betically by student name within grade. The user may decide to 
keep the same homeroom assignments for the next school year and 
assign only those students whose honeroom field is blank. This 
allows a teacher to keep the same group of students for all four 
year s .  
The computer operator will enter the homeroom !D ' s  and the maxi­
mum numb er of students per homeroom. Only one grade is processed 
, ,  
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per run. The program moves from one homeroom to the next ho1'!e­
room when the maximum number of students is reached. 
Two reports are produced after each class is processed . The 
first report is a homeroom assignnent report (B-22) . This report 
lists all student names and student !D ' s  who have b een assigned 
to each homeroom. The guidance office secretary will tear these 
reports apart and have a list ready to give to each homeroom 
teacher when school start s .  Any new stud�nts will be assigned 
to a hooeroom by the euidance office secretary. 
The second report is a homeroom exceptions report (B-23) . This 
report lists the na�es and !D ' s  o f  all students who were not 
assigned to a homeroom. The director o f  guidance will assign 
each student to a homeroom and the computer operator will enter 
this homeroom number into the computer by usine programs SCSJ14 
or OLSJlS to maintain the student file. All files should b e  
"backed up" after this phase because the next phase is critical 
aild if anything goes wrong the computer operator will have to 
place all files on the computer from ''back up". 
Phase 18 - Bridge from student scheduler to student records 
A. Time o f  school year 
June 15 
B. Purpose 
This process will transfer information from student scheduler 
to student records . 
C .  Person responsible 
Director of Guidance 
D. School p�rsonnel involved 
Computer operator 
E. Time to comolete 
1 day 
F .  Attachr:lents 
None 
G. Details 
Scheduling is now complete and this process will transfer infor­
mation fror.1 the student scheduler module to the student records 
:lJ 1:s-. '�1 ·I 
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module. The student records module is used during the school 
year for grade reporting and schedule printing. 
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The computer operator will use program SCSJ99 or OLSJ90 to bridge 
the information which creates three new files and updates the 
student information file. The first file created is the course 
inforrtation file. Full year courses are reduced to semester 
length courses in student records. This process will allow final 
grades to be given at semester time for each course .  The bridg­
ing of the course file to student records w�ll require about twenty 
minutes . C�urse tallies and meeting patterns will be a part of 
the new course file and counselors will use this information to 
schedule new students .  
The second file created is the student schedule file. All stu­
dents ' schedules are created in the student records module and 
may b e  printed at the users discretion. Also, the student infor­
mation file is updated by placing the homeroom, locker number, 
and grade in the proper fields. It is important to make sure 
that every student entered in the student scheduler module is also 
entered in the student records module. This bridging of the stu­
dent schedule file will require about sevsnty-five minutes. 
The third file which is created is the course perforr:tance measure­
ment file. This file contains the students ' course assignments 
made during scheduling and will b e  used to produce class lists and 
execute grade reporting. This bridging process will require five 
hours to complete. 
The. files will remain in this state until the director of guid­
ance returns to work after the summer vacation. 
Phase 19 - Print schedules and class lists 
A .  Time o f  school year 
�.id-August 
B .  Purpose 
This process will allow the user to get ready for the opening of 
school by printine student schedules and class lists. 
C. Person resnonsible 
Director o f  Guidance 
D. School oersonnel involved 
Computer operator 
'" 
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Time to complete 
2 days 
Attachments 
B-24, B-25 
Details 
The direct�r of guidance returns to work during the first week 
of August. During August ,  there will b e  new students entering 
and student schedule changes required because o f  the work pro­
gram or summer school attendance. These changes will be made 
and by mid-August the schedules will have to b e  printed in time 
for the secretaries to get ready for student registration . New 
students who enter after the schedules have been printed will 
have their schedules typed by the guidance office secretary. 
The computer operator will use program SCR.J54 to print the �tu­
dent schedules (B-24) . The schedules will be printed in tripli­
cate on continuous preprinted forms which may be obtained from the 
Burroughs Corporation. The schedules will b e  printed alphabet­
ically by grade. Six copies of the stud�nt schedule are needed , 
so the program must be run twice. The six copies will be distri­
buted as follows : 
1 .  Student copy 
2 .  Main office copy· 
3 .  Health office copy 
4 .  Guidance office copy 
5 .  Atte�dance office copy 
6 .  Library copy 
A user defined message (eight lines of 40 characters each) may 
b e  printed at the bottom of each schedul e .  At Centralia High 
School this message will contain information about the book ren­
tal fees and provide a space to record a student ' s  assembly seat 
number. 
The secretaries will have to record the assembly seat number on 
each student ' s  schedule and tear the schedules apart and ready 
for registration whic!i. is the last week in August. 
The computer operator will use procram SCHJ56 to print class 
lists (B-25) . The class lists will be printed about one week 
before school begins . The guidance office secr etary will keep 
the class lists in the euidance office and maintain the class 
lists by hand for any new students who enter ciuring t�1is week. 
The guidance off ice secretary will plac<! th<! class lists in the 
teacher s '  mail boxes prior to school starting. The class lists 
will be printed on regular com�uter paper rather than preprinted 
forms , and contain the following information: 
111 :1 ,  ·11 ''.I
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1 .  Course identifying information as a heading 
2. Studsnt .name 
3 .  Student ID 
4 .  Sex 
S .  Grade 
6 .  Homeroom 
The printing and separating of class lists will take one half 
day • 
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Finally, a · process which started in December has been completed 
as a new school year begins . Soon it will be time to begin the 
scheduling process again. 
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MEMO 
·. 
TO: Counselors. Department Heads , Fred Gibson 
FROM: Dick Gibson 
· DATE : December 1 .  1981 
SUBJF;CT : Curriculum Conferences 
'PURPOSE: To allow members of the Administration, Guidance Department , and 
Department P.eads to discuss course of ferdngs for the 1982-83 
school year. 
· PLACE: 204G or 207C 
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS:  
Monday, 
Period 
1 
2 
6 
7 
December 14,  1981 
Department 
Business 
Fine Arts 
Language Arts 
Industrial-Vocational 
Wednesday, December 16, 1981 
Period Department 
l Physical Education 
2 Rome Economics 
6 Science 
7 Social Studies 
Thursday, Decemher 17, 1981 
Period Department 
l Math 
5 Cooperative Work 
6 Special Education 
7 Foreign Language 
-Baxter 
-Loomis 
-Klein 
-Christian 
-Nall & Wilson 
-Doolen 
-James 
-Bude 
-Norfleet 
-Womble 
-West 
-Wood 
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If you have a need to change this schedule, please let me know as soon as 
possible.  Also , if you have updated or new course descriptions , please try 
and get those to us during the curriculUM conferences.  
Dick Gibson 
. •, 
. , 
A-2 
. 
I. � Schedule in U . S .  History Classes : 
1 2 3 
Blair Sheron Bob 
Gainer Larrv Larrv 
Roberts Bob LaDonne LaDonne 
Bude 
II. Materials in Packet: 
1 .  Junior Counseling Form (pink) 
2. Graduation Requirements 
3 .  Counselin� .Assignments 
4. Course o f  Study 
S .  Junior .Notes 
III. Things to Discuss 
Monday, January 4 ,  1982 
4 s 6 7 -
Sheron 
LaDonne Sheron Sheron 
. -
Bob Bob 
Larrv Larry 
Iii • • 
!� ' !  
! '  
1. Purpose o f  meeting - to give information to finish this year and start next year ! 
2 .  Graduation Requirements - stress that it is their responsipiiity 
3. Course of Study - (a) Don ' t  assume that they know this 
information as well as ve do. 
(b) Proper way to choose courses. 
(c) Cover the Work Program 
IV. Counseling Form - Go over the form: 
(a) Stress top right hand corner 
(b) Return within 3 days - stress the consequences 
of not returning the f oni 
V .  College and Career Information - Some ideas are included in Jr. Notes 
A. Illinois State Scholar Program 
B .  Career Center - Tell about film strips 
c .  References and Job Applications 
D .  Release of Transcript - How? 
E. Etc. 
VI. Review of procedures and fill out form if time percits .  
' !  
Please try and have enough information from Iter.i V and V I  to take entire period. 
COUNSELOR �--------
FREE PERIOD ��---�---
MOT ICE PERIOD ROOM 
JUNIOR COUNSELING INFORMATION 
LAST FIRST 
Number Street or Route & Box No. 
MIDDLE 
City 
---
State Zip Code 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:.__. _________ _ 
UCTION : Return this form to the Guidance Office within 1 days. 
COURSES TAKEN FRESHMAN YEAR 
COURSES TAKEN SOPHOMORE YEAR 
COURSES IN PROGRESS JUNIOR YEAR 
COURSES PLAflNED FOR SENIOR YEAR 
Tentative Occupational Choice (Parent ' s  Signature) 
ice of College or Vocational School (Counselor's Signature) 
CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.�---------------------------
CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL 
COURSE OF STUDY 
!QUIRED: 
•glish I 
FRESHMAN Y-EAR 
neral �lath, Pre-Algebra, or Algebra I 
ysical Education 
I .ECTIVES: 
I 1 Basic Business 
2 General Business 
4 Business Priµciples 
4 Art I , 
4 Freshman Chorus 
6 Beginning Band 
8 Concert Band 
5 French I 
6 German I · 
7 Latin - I  
8 Spanish I 
4 Social Studies I 
l Orientation to Occupations (�) 
1 General Foods (�) 
1 General Clothing· (�) 
5 Pers. Occupational Survey (�) I 716 Introduction to Food Services (�) 
1 718 Intro Child & Adult Care (�) / 719 Meal Management (�) 
725 Beginning Clothing (�) 
4 Basic Agriculture (l�) 
0 Industrial Survey '(�) 
815 Drafting Fundamentals (�) 
816 Basic Electricity (�) 
817 Bench Metals (�) 
818 Basic Woodworking (�) 
1 Special Industrial Education 
1 General Science · 
2 Earth Science 13 Biology 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
.REQUIRED: 
English II 
Physical Education 
ELECTIVES : 
111 Basic Business 
112 General Business 
114 Business Principles 
124 Vocational Typing I (�) 
134 Vocationa·l Typing II (�) Preq 124 
214/224 Art I ,  Art II 
205 Chorus 
206 Beginning Band 
207 Music Appreciation (�) 
208 Concert Band 
215/225 French I ,  French II 
216/226 German I, German II 
217/227 Latin I, Latin II 
218/228 Spanish I ,  Spanish II 
229 German Conversation (�) 
230 Spanish Conversation (�) 
461 Remedial Math "'" 
402 Pre-Algebra 
412/413/420 Algebra I ,  Preq 402 
422/423 Geometry - Preq 412,· ·  413 
424 Occupational Math (�) 
624/625 World History 
633 United States History 
711 Orientation to Occupations (�) 
721 General Foods (�) 
731 General Clothing (�) 
741 Adult Living (�) 
715 Personal & Occupational Survey �) 
716 Introduction to Food Services (�) 
718 Intro . to Child & Adult Care (�) 
719 Meal Management (�) 
725 Beginning Clothing (�) 
726 Advanced Food Services,  Preq 716 
735 Advanced Clothing (�) Preq 725 
728 Advanced Child Development ,  Preq 718 
738 Advanced Adult Care - Preq 718 
739 Child in Family (�) 
714 Basic Agriculture (l�) 
724 Advanced Agriculture (l�) Preq 714 
810 Industrial Survey (�) 
811 Special Industrial Education 
814 Small Engines (�) 
815 Drafting Fundamentals I (!�) 
816 Basic Electricity (�) 
817 Bench Metals (�) 
818 Basic Woodworking (�) 
824 Production Printing I 
835 Drafting Fundamentals I I ,  Preq 815 & 
consent of Department Chairman 
921/922/923 Biology 
933 Chemistry I - Preq Alg. I & 923 
. ·, 
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JUNIOR YEAR 
�D: 
1age Arts Choices (1 unit) 
I States History (633/634) 
:al Education (see at tached sheet) 
:VES: 
1cational Typing I (�) 
1cational Typing II (�) Preq 124 
1cational Typing III (�) Preq 134 
1orthand 
Ltroduction to Data Processing (�) 
�·cordkeeping (�) 
1siness Machines (�) Preq 124 
1siness- Law (�) 
>llege Prep Notehand (�) 
�counting 
iv. Data Processing (�) Preq 136 
�4 Art II,  Art III 
1orus 
?ginning Band 
lSic Appreciation (�) 
>ncert Band 
Jsic Theory 
25/223 French ! , French II, French III 
26/243 German ! , German II,German III 
27/273 Latin I ,  Latin I I ,  Latin III 
28/283 Spanish ! ,Spanish ! ! ,Spanish III 
erman Conversation (�) 
panish Conversation (�) 
Practical English Grammar (�) 
Communications (�) 
Basic Journalism (�) 
Photojournalism (�) 
Sensible Sentences (�) 
Bible as Literature (�) 
Individualized Reading (�) 
Advanced English Grammar (�) 
Public Speaking (�) 
Effective Writing (�) 
Mass Media (�) 
Mythology (�) 
Fiction (�) 
The Novel (�) 
Dramatics (�) 
653 Understanding Political Behavior (�) 
647 Sociology (�) 
663 Political Decision Makers (�) 
673 Reading About Your Century (�) 
711 Orientation to Occupations (�) 
721 General Foods (�) 
731 General Clothing (�) 
741 Adult Living (�) 
716 Introduction t.:o Food Services (�) 
718 Intro . to Child & Adult Care (�) 
719 Meal Management (�) 
725 Beginning Clothing (�) 
726 Advanced Food Services , Preq 716 
727 Money Manage�enc (�) 
728 Advanced Child Development ,  Preq 718 
735 Advanc�d Clothing (�) Preq 725 
738 Advanced Adult Care , Preq 718 
739 Child in Family (�) 
746 Individual Survival for Today ' s  Soc. (�) 
745 Housing & Interior Decorating �) 
749 Adult & F:imily "!..iving 
755 Clothing Se=vices I ,  Preq 735 
724 Ad,1aj��d Agriculture (l�) Preq 714 
734 Agricultural Hachinery (l�) Preq ·724 
811 Special Industrial Education 
814 Small Engines (�) 
815 Drafting Funuamentals I (�) 
816 Basic Electricity (�) 
817 Benc!l Met3ls (�) 
818 Basic WoodwoL"king (�) 
824 Production Prin�ing I 
840 Production Printing II - Preq 824 
S26 Residential/Industrial Wiring(�) Preq 816 
834 Auto Theory & Haintenance (�) Preq 814 
835 Drafting Fundamentals II, Preq 815 
836 SoliJ State Electronics , Preq 816 
837 Shop !fachine'3, !>req 817 
838 Machine Wood";crkin g, Preq 818 
839 Architect�r3l Drafting, Preq 835 
850 Building !redLs I (2) Preq 818 & 8l5 
155 Business Related Occupations/Work (2) 
757 Hom.; Econ . Re:!.at�d Occup/Work (2) 
854 Interrel��cd Occupations/Work (2) 
Film Making (�) 
Film Study (�) 
· 855 P.ealth Relat�d Occupations/Work (2) 
921/S22/923 Biology 
Shakespearian Drama (�) 
Composition for College Bound (�) 
Researct Techniques (!2) 
Advanced Public Speaking (�) Preq 344 
Advanced English 
�emedial Math 
120 Algebra I - Preq 402 
123 Geometry - Preq Algebra 
>ccupational Math (!2) 
133 Algebra II - Preq Geometry 
i25 World History 
\merican Systems (�) 
�orld Cultures (1 or �) 
933 Che·;.iistry I - Preq Algebra I 
943 Physics , Preq Geometry 
945 Phy�ical Science 
953 Advanced B::..o.iogy - Preq 933 & Biology I 
963 Chemistry II - Preq 933 & enrollment in 
Algebra II 
*Required l:mgun.ge arts course for juniors 
deficient in language arts is 
330 Practical English Grammar or 
337 Sens::..ble Sentences 
1-4-82 
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CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL - COURSE OF STUDY 
ysical Education (see attached sheet) 
TIVES : 4 Vocational Ty.ping I (�) 
Vocational Typing I I  (�) Preq 124 
Vocational Typing I II(�) Preq 134 
Shorthand 
Introduction
. 
to Data Processing (�) 
1 Recordkeeping (�) 
Business Machines (�) Preq 124 
Business Law (�) 
6 Coilege Prep Notehand (�) 
Accounting . I 6 Adv. Data Processing (�) Preq 136 
8 Advanced Accounting - Preq 14� 
1 Clerical Off ice Practice (2) Preq 134 
S Secretarial Off. Pract . (2 )  Preq 134 & 
4/234/244 Art I I ,  I I I ,  IV 
5 Chorus 
1 Music Appreciation (�) 
Concert Band 
Music Theory 
/223/233 .French I I ,  III, "IV 
/243/253 German I I ,  I I I ,  IV 
7/263/273 Latin I I ,  I I I ,  IV 
�283/293 Spanish I I ,  I I I ,  IV 
German Conversation (�) 
Spanish Conversation (�) 
Practical English Grammar (�) 
Communications (�) 
l5 Basic Journalism (!2) l6 Advanced Journ�J ism - Preq 335 
5 Photojournalism (�) 
JI O"n�ihle Sentences (�) 
8 Bible as Literature (�) 
0 Individualized Reading (�) 
3 Advanced English Grammar (�) 
4 Public Speaking (�) 
5 Effective Writing (�) 
6 Mass Media (�) 
8 Mythology. (�) 
9 Fie ti on (�) 
The Novel (�) 
3 Advanced Fiction (�) Preq 349 
�4 Dtamatics (�) 
Film Making ( �) 
·7 Film Study (�) 
· Shakespearian Drama (�) 
· Composition for College Bound (�) 
Research Techniques (�) 
'4 Adv. Public Speaking (�) Preq 344 
13 Advanced Engl.is h 
01 Remedial Ma th 
12/420 Algebra I - Preq 402 
12/423 Geometry - Preq Algebra 
14 Occupational Hath (�) 
!2/433 Algebra I I ,  Preq Geometry 
)2 Computer Math (�) 
2/443 Senior Nath, Preq Algebra II 
624/625 World History 
633/634 United States History 
643 American Systems (�) 
644 World Cultures (1 or �) 
653 Understanding Political Behavior (�) 
647 Sociology (�) 
663 Political Decision Makers (�) 
673 Reading About Your Century (�) 
711 Orientation to Occupations (�) 
721 General Foods (�) 
731 General Clothing (�) 
741 Adult Living (�) 
716 Introduction to Food Services (�) 
718 Intro . to Child & Adult Care (�) 
719 Meal Management (�) 
725 Beginning Clothing (�) 135 726 Advanced Food Services, Preq 716 
727 Money Management (�) 
728 Advanced Child Development - Preq 718 
735 Advanced Clothing : - Preq 725 
738 Advanced Adult Care - Preq 718 
739 Child in Family (�) 
- -
·
-
746 Individual Survival for Today ' s  Soc. (�) 
745 Housing· & Interior Decorating (�) 
749 Adult & Family Living 
755 Clothing Services I - Preq 735 
765 Clothing Services II - Preq 755 
734 Agricultural Machinery (l�) Preq 724 
744 Agricultural Management (l�) Preq 734 
811 Special Industrial Education 
814 Small Engines (�) 
815 Drafti�g Fundamentals I (�) 
816 Basic Electricity (�) 
817 Bench Metals (�) 
818 Basic Woodworking (�) 
824 Production Printing I 
840 Production Printing II - Preq 824 
826 Residential/ Industrial Wiring(�) Preq 816 
834 Auto Theory & Haintenance (�) Preq 814 
835 Drafting Fundamentals II - Preq 815 
836 Solid State Electronics - Preq 816 
837 Shop Machines - Preq 817 
838 Machine Woodworking - Preq 818 
839 Architectural Drafting - Preq 835 
844 Garage Practices (2) Preq 834 
846 Digital Electronics - Preq 836 
847 Advanced Metals - �req 837 
848 Industrial Welding 
850 Building Trades I - Preq 815 & 818 (2) 
860 Building Trades II - Preq 850 (2) 
155 Business Related Occupations/Work (2) 
757 Home econ . Related Occ/Work (2) 
854 Interrelated Occupations/Work ( 2 )  
8 5 5  Health Related Occupations /Work ( 2 )  
9 3 3  Chemistry I - Preq Algebra I 
943 Physics - Preq Algebra II 
945 Physical Science 
953 Advauced Biology, Preq 933 & Biology I 
963 Chemistry I I ,  Preq 933 & Algebra II 
_ , - '· Q 'l 
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Vee ks 
4 1/2 
1 1/2 3 3 1/2 
4 1/2 
1 1/2 
lrltek.S 3 3 3 
6 4 
1 1/2 
Weeks 3 3 3 4 1/2 2 3 
Weeks . 4 1/2 
I 2 2 4 1/2 
I 2 3 
I W�eks 
4 1/2 1 4 1/2 
4 1/2 
1 1/2 
I 3 
Weeks 
4 1/2 4 1/2 2 3 1/2 3 1/2 
.. .... 
JUUIOR - SENIOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
540 
Tennis 
Shuffleboard 
Flag Football 
Gymnastics 
Racquetball 
Social Dance 
544 
Archery 
Golf 
Speedball 
Racquetball 
Basketball 
�ames and Relays 
548 
Golf 
Archery 
Flag Football 
Racquetball 
Weight Training 
Wrestling 
550 
Volleyball 
Floor Hockey 
Basketball 
- Health 
Speedball 
Softball 
554 
Health 
Bowling 
Volleyball 
Weight Training 
Tennis 
558 
Health 
Bowling 
Physical Fitness 
Flag Football 
Softball 
FIRST SEMESTER 
542 
Weeks 
3 Golf 
3 Softball 
3 Speedball 
4 Basketball 
4 Gymnastics 
1 1 / 2  Physical Fitness 
546 
Weeks 
3 Golf 
3 Archery 
3 Social Dance 
4 Gymnastics 
4 Racquetball 
1 1/2 Yoga 
560 
Athletic P . E .  
(out of season training and 
some activities 
� 
Racquetball - cost 75¢/day 
SECOND SEMESTER 
1-4-.�2 
Weeks 
4 1/2 
4 1/2 
3 
4 
1 1/2 
Weeks 
4 1/2 
4 1/2 
4 1/2 
2 
2 
570 
552 
Health 
Bowling 
Volleyball 
Tennis 
Shuffleboard 
556 
Volleyball 
Health 
Bowling 
Soccer 
Golf 
Athletic P . E .  
(out o f  season training and 
some activities) 
r.cwli.'1� - Cost 75<;/ <i.ay 
- ---
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CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
All students are� requirLd to complete �eventeen units of work. Fifteen units of 
e required seventeen must be earned in courses other than physical education. Only 
our u.1its of c�eujt in band and/or chorus may be �pplied toward graduation. 
The following units of work are required : English 3 units 
Social Studies 2 units 
Physical Education 2 units 
Mathematics 1 unit 
Science 1 unit 
One of the two t1nits in Social Studies must be United .States Hist·ory , the other 
y be Social Studies i, World History or Wotld Cultures. 
In adrlition to the foregoing , all graduates are required by law to have had 
equate instruction in American patriotism and representative government, proper 
e and display of the American flag, honesty, justice , moral courage , humane 
ucati�n , ·safety education, the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks anc! other 
rcotics, The Illinois Vehicle Code, conservation, consumer education, and ot�1ers 
dated in Section 27 of the Illinois School Code. 
Out of state transfer students and seniors who have completed U . S . History but have 
t pas�ed the constitution requirements should take the self study and test du�iLg 
nior year. Listen for announcement about getting st�<ly materials an� the test. 
Any s tudent at ten'" ing Centralia High School wi 11 be required .:o be enrolled in a 
nimum of  four courses in addition to physical eaucatlon. Any deviation from this 
rocedure must be administra t i vPly approv�d . 
Under normal circumstances , it is expected that any student who plans to graduate 
rom Centralia High Schoo l in l ess th�n four academic years shall make a formal request 
�iting (co-signed by parents) not later than the end of the firsc quarter of the 
chool year in which the student plans to graduate . This request shall be in the forrJ 
,f· a business letter addressed to the adl".in istration o f  the district and setting forth 
en the student plans to graduate and the reasons for requesting an early gr4duation 
te. 
Up to two unit3 of correspondence school work may be applied toward graduation 
'roviding such courses have prior approval and that the arrangements for taking such 
ourses are· made in cooperation with the school administration. Corresponoence credits 
o be app_lied �oward graduation must be completed by May 1st p:-ior to graduation. All 
ees and oblig?tions to Centralia High School must be cleared before a diploma is granted. 
DEFINITIONS 
Required Course - A course in which a student must do acceptable work before 
raduation . 
Elective Course - Any one of many courses which a student may choose in planLing 
u program of st�dies . Any course offered except those which are required. 
Unit - A t �rm used to measure the amount of work a student has completed toward 
raduation. -All courses which are pursued for an entire school year off er the 
pportunity to earn at least one unit with the exception of physical education. 
Credit - Another tent which is sometimes used to measure the amount of work a 
tudent has completed toward graduat ion . A credit is equal t� one-half uni t .  
, , _., , _-; <;  
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1982-83 
Counseling assignments for this year will be according to the plan below. 
Students with last names beginning: 
A through D are assigned to 
E through K are assigned to 
L through R are assigned to 
S through Z are assigned to 
Mr. Rich 
Mrs. Neudecker 
Mrs. Murray 
Mr. Pulver 
Any student requesting to see a particular counselor will be granted this 
request .  On some occasions i t  may be necessary for a counselor to see students 
out o f  their assigned order. 
Counselors are available for student and teacher conferences between 
8 : 00 A.M. and 3 : 30 P .M. 
Dick Gibson 
Director of Guidance 
·--·-- . . .... . · . .. 
• "".:::i::--·-::.·. �·r- -:.-• r:-.... • ........ . .... . 
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LEVEL · TEACHER 
322 Weaver 
322 Weaver 
322 Weaver 
321 Weaver 
323 Shelton 
373 Shelton 
. 32.3 Shelton 
321 Dillon 
321 Dillon 
322 Obermeier 
322 Obermeier 
321 Stein 
321 Stein 
322 Stein 
322 Stein 
A-7 94 
SOPHOMORE GUIDANCE PRESENTATION 
English II Classes 
SUBJECT - 1982-83 Curriculum 
ROOM 
203W 
203W 
203W 
203W 
207W 
207W 
207W 
205E 
205E 
201E 
201E 
205W 
205W 
205W 
205W 
PERIOD DATE COUNSELOR 
1 Wednesday , January 20, 1982 Neudecker 
2 Wednesday, January 20 , 1982 Murray 
4 Wednesday, January 20 , 1982 Neudecker 
6 Wednesday , January 20 , 1982 Pulver 
1 Wednesday, January 20, 1982 O'Dell 
3 Wednesday, January 20,  1982 Gibson 
6 
6 
7 
2 
6 
1 
2 
3 
6 
Wednesday , January 20 , 1982 O 'Dell 
Thursday, January 2 1 ,  1982 Neudecker 
Thursday, January 21,  1982 O'Dell 
Thursday , Janu�ry 21, 1982 Pulver 
Thursday , January 2 1 ,  1982 Murray 
Friday, January 2 2 ,  1982 Murray 
Friday, January 2 2 ,  1982 O'Dell 
Friday, January 2 2 ,  1982 Neudecker 
Friday , January 2 2 ,  1982 Pulver 
Counselors will report to the classes at the beginning of the period and 
will take most of the period for the presentation. 
Teachers should be present during that time. Please contact the counselor 
assigned to you for special arrangements or for alterations in this sched�le • 
. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Dick Gibson 
Director of Guidance 
COUNSELOR ��-------
FREE PERIOD --------
NOTICE PERIOD ROOM 
SOPHOMORE COUNSELING INFORMATION 
LAST FIRST MIDDLE 
RTII DATE TELEPHONE NUMBER 
--
�---��------------ ------------
DRESS 
M 0 NTH DAY YEAR 
Number Street or Route & Box No. City State 
.TE SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
Zip Code 
----------� 
ISTRUCTION: Return this form to the Guidance Offica within l_ days. 
COURSES TAKEN FRESHMAN YEAR 
COURSES IN PROGRESS SOPHOMORE YEAR 
COURSES PLANNED FOR JUNIOR YEAR 
COURSES PLANNED FOR SENIOR YEAR 
t.ent'ative Occupational Choice (Parent ' s  Signature) 
Choice of College or Vocational School (Counselor ' s  Signature) 
ITRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES �----------------------------� 
CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL 
EIGHTH GRADE TESTING AND ORIENTATION 
February 2nd & 3rd, 1982 . 
Arrival (Leave one �eat between you and the person next to you) 8 : 15 - 8 : 30 A.M. Cafeteria; 
I 
Welcome & Test Directions . 8 : 30 - 8 : 50 Cafeteria! 
(Band out pencils .  answer sheets and test book in this order) 
Reading Vocabulary 
Reading CompFehension 
Math Computation - (hand out scratch paper) 
Math Cqncepts 
Break (If time allows) 
Language Arts Mechanics 
Language Arts Usage 
Collect Materials - Explain Lunch Period 
Lunch - Orientation - Tour 
Lunch & Tour Group 1 & 2 
Orientation - Group 3 (Pulver) 
• Group 4 (O'Dell) 
Lunch & Tour Group 3 & 4 
Orientation Group 1 (Murray) 
Group 2 (Neudeckei) 
Orientation Program: 
A. Hand in - Textbook form and Computer card 
B. Importance of Planning Ahead 
11:15 - 12:15 
11:15 - 12:15 
11:15 - 12:15 
12:15 - 1 : 15 
12:15 - 1 : 15 
12:15 - 1 : 15 
C. Graduation Requirements and Co�rse of Study 
D .  Requirements & Electiyes ·-"=-. 
8 : 50 9 :01 
9 : 0 1  - 9 :}8 
� 
9 : 28 - 9 : 49 
9 :49 -10 :22 
10:22 -10:30 
10:30 -10:40 
10:41 -10:54 
10:55 -11:00 
Room 207E 
Room 201W 
Room 207E 
Room 201W 
E. Procedure for enrolling and selecting courses - deadline of February 19th 
F. Physical Exam & Immunization 
. .  
G. Parents Night (February 8th) 
H. General Questions 
Return to Cafeteria for testing (Sit in same seat) 
Distribute Materials 
Language Arts - Spelling 
(Collect test book) 
Educational Ability Test - (new book) 
Biographical Data 
Collect Materials & Review 
(Enrollment Procedures - Health Exam - Parents Night) 
Media· Presentation (If· time allows) 
Dismissal 
1 : 15 
1 : 15 - 1 : 25 
1 : 25 - 1 : 40 
1 : 40 - 2 : 15 
2 : 15 - 2 : 30 
2 : 30 - 2 : 35 
2 :  35' - 2 : so· 
2 : 50 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
Cafeteria 
A-9 
SUPERVISOR 
97 
1 N.W. Section with Murray 
Orientation 11:15 - 12!15 
Room 207E 
Lunch 12:15 -. 1 : 15 
3 S.W. Section with O'Dell 
Orientation 11:15 12:15 
Room 201W 
Lunch , 12 :15 1 :  15 
S S • . E .  Section with Neudecker 
Ltilich 11:15 - 12:15 
Orientation 12:15 1 : 15 
ROOJ? 201W 
17 N.E. Section with Pulver 
I 
Lunch 11 : 15 12:15 
Orientation 1 2 : 15 - 1 : 15 
Room 207E 
11:15 12:15 Orientation Period 
207E Pulver 201W O'Dell 
50 Students I 50 Students 
Lunch and Tour 
100 Students 
1 
I 2 N .W.  Section with Murray 
Lunch & Mall Supervision · 11 : 15 
Lunch 12: 15 -
/ 
I 4 S.W.  Section with O 'Dell 
Lunch & Mall Supervision 
Lunch 
11:15 
12:15 -
# 6 S .  E� Section with Neudecker 
Lunch 11:15 
Lunch & Mall Supervision 12:15 
, 8 N . E .  Section with Pulver 
Lunch 11:15 
Lunch & Mall Supervision. 12:15 
12:15 1 : 15 Orientation Period 
207E Murray 201W Neudecker [ 50 Students 50 Students 
Lunch and Tour 
100 Students 
, 
' 
I . 
• I • 
12:15 
1 : 15 
.. 
. " 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
. �,.:;. � . ... . - "' - - ..--.-. -
C E N T R A L I A  H t G H  S C H O O L  
January 
1000 EAST THIRD STREET 
CENTRALIA,' ILLINOIS 62801 
TILIPHONI 832·7381 ARIA CODI 918 
Dear Principal of School: �������������������� 
It is again time. for us to make the necassary arrangements for providing 
eighth grade s tudents with information and guidance about Centralia High School .  
The procedure that we have used in the past �eemed to work well and we will 
follow that same procedure this year . We will hold only two days of testing and 
orientation. Centralia Junior High School students will be given the orientation 
and testing on February 3rd and the remainder of our districts ' students are asked 
to come on February 2nd. The cafeteria will be used for the �est portion of the 
schedule .  This means we will have many students at a time and need additional 
supervisory help from the schools . 
. , 
An important part of the total orientation program has always been our 
. .  evening program for parents • . This year we will hold that program on February 8, 
- 1982. ' We are hopeful that you will encourage parents to attend, and we also 
invite you to attend . 
. our objective is again to help each s tudent successfully adjust to high 
.. school and obtain the course of study which is appropriate for him/her in l ine 
with his/her interests,  abilities and occupational goals .  To assist us in 
accomplishing this goal for our incoming freshmen for the 1982-83 school year, 
we would like to make the following requests : 
1 .  That your eighth grade students who will b e  coming to Centrali? 
High School next year be brought to the high school on 
February 1982 , for testing and orientation. We would need 
for the students to arrive by 8 : 30 a .m.  They would be dismissed 
to be returned to their school at 2 : 45 p . m .  
2 .  That your eighth grade teacher(s) again list all eighth grade 
s tudents now enrolled in your school who will probably be 
coming to this high school next year and complete the enclosed 
rating scale for each student in the areas designated. (English­
reading, social studies , mathematics and science ) .  We are aware 
that o ften there exists quite a disparity be tween test score 
results and achievement and that teachers have valid information 
to provide that is most useful in doing a good job of placing 
students· in high school classes . Return completed rating �ists 
to us by February 2 2 ,  1982 . 
3.  · That your e :i  ghth grade teacher (s) who have only eighth grc.de 
responsibilities accompa.ny students to Centralia High Scho'ol on 
orientation day to assist with proctoring and other supervi sion. 
4 .  That you encourage parents , especially those with ques tions, to 
attend the informational 
·
meeting for parents on February 8 ,  1�82 . 
5 .  That you . collect registration and enrollment materials from 
students and return them to us by February 2 2 ,  1982. 
6.  That a counselor be welcome to come fo your school in late. 
March to return and interpret test scores, give information, 
answer questions and talk briefly with eighth graders and 
teachers . 
7.  That you notify us in June o f  any student who did not graduate 
from the 8th grade so that we do not enroll them in high school. 
8 .  That records o f  8th graders , which are going to b e  sent to 
Centralia High School ,  be sent to us as early iri the summer as · 
possib l e .  
We know your schedule for the students and teachers in your building is a -
very ·busy one and woul� be very pleased if your program could be adjusted to � : 
permit the above request s .  If the above meets with your approval and the. date 
and time for testing o�n be complied with, please confirm by telephone at your 
earliest convenience. (Phone 532-7391, EXT. 41) 
We would certainly be remiss if we did not express to you our sincere 
appreciation for the fine cooperation we have always received from you and your 
teachers . This seems to have been a large factor in the successful transition 
of former eighth grade students from grade to high school. Thank you for 
sharing our common concern of trying to assist young people toward the best 
possible education. 
If you have any questions regarding these matters , please feel free to 
contact me. 
RFG :db 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
12�� ;t.AJ� 
Richard F. Gibson 
Director of Guidance 
·. 
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C.U . S .  ENROLLMENT 
� 
1 . NAME·-
-
�
�
�
--
-
--
--
--=�-=-----uTru:;;t;"- D M LAST FIRST MIDDLE 
� 
COUNSELOR 
------
STUDENT I .D .  [] GRAD� ��----
F DATED ENTERED 
----
\. 
'� • 2 .  HOME ADDRESS �
�
-
----:---��--=::-=��:::-::---:::�=--;::�--�=-�---::ttn-;.;;.mt;
-
�
-
- �  
STREET NUMBER & UAME or ROUTE & BOX NUMBER · CITY 
3. BIRTHDAIE;__�----------:-'."� HOME "TELEPHO?m NUMBER -----
�iONTH DAY YEAR 
4 .  FATHER'S. UA.'1E 
�-
��-----�--�----------
LAST FIRST 
5 • .MOTIIBR' S NAME·---------------:::'.::-::-::::-=-- ------LAST FIRST 
ZIP CODE 
CJ. Lls ted 
.Cl Unlisted 
6 .  With whom do you live? . · Relationship to ·you 
-----
Name of Person (s) 
1. Last School Attended ,-
Address,
��-�-------�-�-�--�--------------------�
.,--· 
8. Ethnic Origin 
Caucasion t::J. 
9 .  Will you live l� miles or more 
Centralia Hig.� School? 
from /'" 
. 
Negro r.::::i 
Hispanic CJ 
. As L'\ll t:=J 
Pacific Islander c=::i 
American !ndian c:::J · 
Other·
-�-----�--
_ Q Yes ·
· -... 
·· 
.
. 
o
�
No 
. ·- ···-
·
··· .. ·-· - -
. _,.. 
. -
·-
-
. 
·
· --
·
-
--
----
... . .. 
__ 
.. 
·-
·
· - ··
-·· 
. .. . 
- - =- ·.· ·-·r·• -
.. 
: 
. .  
' j I 
,. 
. c  
" .  
, 
.· 
�� 
� 
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A-12 1Ul 
C . H . S .  ENROLLMENT FORM COUNSELOR 
STUDENT I-. D-.--::#c--------
GRADE 
Name ______________________ 0 L=i DATE _EN_T-ER-ED _______ _ 
LAST FIRST MIDDLE Male Female 
Last school attended ------------------------------------
Address ----------------------------------
Birthdate Place ------------- -----------------------
Month Day Year County 
SOCIAL SECURITY # 
Town State 
Age _______ � -------------------
Years Months 
Home address --------------------------------------
Street Number and Name or Route & Box Number City 
c:J Listed 
c=:r Unlisted Ethnic Origin 
Caucas ion c:::J 
Negro c:::i 
Hispanic i::::i 
Other 
Home Telephone Number 
State Zip Code 
Asian c::i 
Pacific Islander c::::J 
American Indian c=i 
--------------
Father ' s  name -----------------------
LAST FIRST 
Mother I s  r1ame ---------------------
LAST FIRST 
With whom do you live? Relationship to you ------------------- -------
Name of Person ( s )  
Is your mother living? Father living? ---------- ----------
Do you plan to complete high school? ----------
What are your main interests or hobb ies? --------
If you were comp letely free to choose a career, what would you like to do most? 
Do you plan to attend college , vocational school, or technical school after graduation 
from high school? ( I f  yes, underline one) . 
Did your father graduate from high school? ___________ College? _________ _ 
Did your mother graduate from high school? College? ----------- -----------
Father ' s  Occupation Employed by ----------------- ------------
Mo ther's Occupation Employed by --------------- --------------
Names and ages o f  brothers= -----------------------------­
Names and ages o f  sisters = -------------------------------
Have any o f  your brothers or sisters graduated from high school? College? ------� ---
Quit high school? Attend Centralia High School at present? __________ _ 
Do you have any physical limitations which should be brought to our attention? 
(Diabetes , Migraine Headaches ,  Vision or Hearing Difficulties , ---------
Fa inti n g Spells , Heart Trouble ) . Underline, if any o f  these . 
Is there anything about high school you think you will need help with? -----------
What? -----------------------------------------
Telephone in case of emergency , in the event parent is not home or if the home has no 
telephone TELEPHONE NUMBER 
Names of person or business 
--------
·. 
MONTH 
�'S NAME 
A-13 
FRESHMEN YEAR 
REGISTRATION FORM 
DAY YEAR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------� 
l.ESS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NUMBER STREET or ROUTE & BOX NO. CI TY STATE ZIP CODE 
•*************************************************************************************** 
A .  Required Subjects 
English I 
Physical Education I 
General Math, Pre-Algebra, or Algebra I (Circle your choice) 
B-. Electives: : 
Each must make two selections from elective courses listed below. 
rou make three choices this will be an extra course instead of study hall. Please 
lcate your extra choice by drawing a circle around it.  This will indicate the one 
would drop if you were not allowed to take the extr� • 
• 
J Business 
Basic Business 
General Business 
11 . 0 Personal & Occupational Survey· (�) 
Intro; to Food Services (�) -Intro. to Child & Adult Care (�) 
Business Principles 
J Ar t · I  
j Freshmen Chorus 
]' I Beginning Band : J Concert :Sand 
J.· French I ( 
J ··,German I ( 
J Latin I ( 
' J �panish I ( 
0 Social Studies I 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-Meal Management (�) 
Beginning Clothing (�) 
12. [] Basic Agriculture 
13. [=:} Industrial Survey (�) 
Drafting Fundamentals (�) 
Basic· Electricity (�) 
Bench Metals (�) 
Basic Woodworking (�) 
14. [] Science 
General Science -Earth Science 
15. Q Biology ( ) 
J� have any special needs? __ (speech, hearing, reading , visual , other ________________ ) 
you wish a private conference about this registration? ------------------------------�
t sports in which you hope to participate . ---------------------------------------------
le!ltary School Attending: ------------------------------------------------------------
1-4-·:: ' Parent 's  Signature 
. .. 
;· : . 
A-14 103 
Dear Parents : 
CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL 
Centralia , Illinois 
' The members of the guidance department of Centralia High School invite you 
to Eighth Grade Parents ' Night on February 8 ,  1982. This meeting will be held 
in the Centralia High School cafeteria beginning at 7 : 30- P.M. 
The purpose o f  this meeting will be to give yqu an opportunity to ask 
questions and gain information concerning your child 's entrance into high school. We will discuss the course o f  study , school activities, special services, health 
and medical requirements , etc. A part o f  the program will be a slide presentation 
about Centralia High School. 
It will also be a time for you to get acquainted with administrators , 
counselors and some faculty members who will be directly involved with your 
child next yea r ,  and an opportunity for us to get acquainted with you. 
Please come and bring your interes ts , your questions , and your concerns . 
There will be time provided for a discuss�on of the questions you have . 
Remember � February 8 ,  1982, at 7 : 30 P.M. in the Centralia High School 
cafeteria. 
RFG:db 
,.. -
Yours truly., 
(2� f,J/� 
Richard F. Gibson 
Director of GuidaDCe 
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EIGHTH GRADE PARENTS ' NIGHT 
"FEBRUARY 8 ,  1982 
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL MEDIA PRESENTATION 
REVIEW OF MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 
(a) What we have done to date . 
(b) What will be done in the future . 
BREAK 
GROUP DISCUSSION 
Course of Study 
School Activities and Services 
Career Planning 
Decision Making 
( 
.. \.. '"-t 
:************************************************************************************ 
CENTRALIA HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE STAFF 
Mr. Dick Gibson • . • • •  
Mr. Bob O ' Dell • . • .  
Mrs. LaDonne Neudecker 
• .Director of Guidance (W - Z) 
• . Counselor 
• . Counselor 
Mrs . Sheron Murray . Counselor 
Mr. Larry Pulver • • • • • . Counselor 
Mrs .· Ruth Sanders . • • • . • • • •  Teacher - Nurse 
Mrs . Delphine Baldridge. • . Secretary 
(A - D) 
(E - K) 
(L P) 
(Q - V) 
Consultant 
If you have questions in the future, please feel free to call one o f  the above at 
532-7391 . 
._I 
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I A-1/ I Counselor 
-...,.----------��� Free Period · ------
Notice Period: 
FRESHMAN COUNSEL[NG INFORMATION 
liAME I .  D • NUMBER 
Room ;....._ __ _ 
----------------�-------------� --------
Last First Middle 
BIRTH DATE TELEPHONE NuMBER -------------------� ----------------
Month Day Year 
�ARENT' S NAME · --------------------------------
ADDRESS 
-----------------------------------------
Number Street• or Route & Box No. City State Zip Code 
DATE· SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER ------------ ---------
! 
itNSTRUCTION: Return this form to the Guidance Office within l days . 
COURSES TAKEN FRESHMAN YEAR 
COURSES PLANUED FOR SOPHOMORE YEAR 
COURSES PLANNED FOR JUNIOR YEAR 
COURSES PLANNED FOR SENIOR YEAR 
Tentative Occupational Choice (parent 's Signature) 
Choice of College or Vocational School (Counselor 's  Signature) 
IXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES : ________________________ _ 
• 
I 
' r' • 
REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF SUBJECTS 
I.D. NUMBER ----��-------
NAME OF SnJDENT NAME OF COUNSELOR 
Schedules changes may be made provided your parent or guardiaJl approves o f  the change, 
the change does not overload a class, and the change is necessary as determined by your 
counselor . Please indicate the desired changes below, write your reason on the back, 
sign the form and get one of your parents to sign it, and return this form to the 
Guidance Office. 
CHAWGE FROM CHANGE TO 
SIGNAnJRE OF STUDENT SIGNATURE OF PARENT 
DATE RECEIVED COUNSELOR CONFERENCE �------------
APPROVED �-----------
.DA.l:E CHANGED 
����������-
---------- NOT AfPROVED 
.. -o;-·-. ... -:.�·· � � -· , . . .... ·- ··-
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B-1 108 
SCHOOL INFORMATION INPUT PREPARATION SHEET · 
001 SCHOOL NUMBER 
004· scHOOL TYPE 
005 LOW GRADE 
007 HIGH GRADE 
. . . . .� 
009 SCHOOL NAME 
034 NO. OF DIVISIONS 
035 NO. OF WEEKS 
036 NO. OF PERIQDS 
038 NO. OF DAYS 
039 ' AUTOMATIC COURSE 
, 
044 MINIMUM REQUESTS 
I 
046 MAXIMUM REQUESTS 
I.. 04.8 · SEX BALANCf. TOLERANCE "° ETHNIC CODE 
BALANCE TOLERANCE 
/052 NO. OF REPORTED PERIODS 
.. , 
I 0·101.t. i 
l!t.I . 
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. I / I  '-I . . 
� ·- : ­
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.. 1.01?1 
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w 
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I o  16 J 
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I I 
I ·I 
Io 171  
' . 
. .. , 
DATE /). - 2 0 - ?_L 
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- cr:·;�,SE gtllTIFIC'1TION --- HEETHIG TIHES ROOH --- TEACHER --- SEX BAL ------------ SEATS ------------ LO HI CREDITS 
- . �t:cr. lD N;,nE DIV \JK PD DAYS I D  tlO. - HAHE ORIGUIAL ASSIGtlED REHAIHHIG GRADE -
1�  5C 
13:'  
F'· 
' . - . 
. ,, 
·" · . 
1 I 1. � ,  
. . . 
136C ltH DATA PRO 
PRIMARY REQUESTORS 
ALTERNATE REQUESTORS 
137 RECORDKEEP 
PRIMARY REQUESTORS 
ALTERNATE REQUESTORS 
138 BUS HACHltlES 
PRIMARY REQUESTORS 
ALTE�N� TE REQUESTO�S 
1330 BUS ;tACHillES 
fR H. ·.!�'( REQUESHJRS 
ALT£�:1:i r£ RECU�SlO!l.S 
139 BUS LAIJ 
PRiroARY REQUESTORS 
ALTERllAlE REQUESTC�S 
i�� CLER OFF �RA 
t �ln�RY R£CUEST0�3 
U. 1 l l.1.; IE �[4UtSTORS 
! �5 !:.EC Orf f'ii.t.C 
PRl��RY REGUESTORS 
�1Lh '�F �,c,: 1•si(1f1.S 
0 
2 SCHEDULED 
0 
0 UtlSCHEDULED 
. 0 0 
- - --· _ .. - . .  - - - -- --
2 TOTAL SEATS 0 REHAIHHIG 
0 I I  00 00 o.oo ""!' 
-- - -· - - ----·-1,3 
0 % USE 1::! 
1 
•4 -·- ··----- ·--·- ---- ,7i 
0 
2 SCHE.DULED 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 SCHEDULED 
0 
. -· 
0 SCHEDULED 
0 
0 utlSCHEDULED 
0 UtlSCHEDULED 
0 UNSCHEDULED 
3 SCHEDULED · · o UNSCHEDULED 
0 
0 
0 
0 SCHEDULED 
0 
0 SCHEDULED 
0 
0 UNSCHEDULED 
0 UNSCHEDULED 
0 0 0 
2- . -TOTAL SEATS 0 . REHAltlltlU 
0 0 0 
2 TOTAL SEATS 
0 
0 TOTAL SEATS 
0 
3 -TOTAL SEATS 
0 
Q. TOTAL SEATS 
0 
0 TOTAL SEATS 
0 REHAIHING 
0 0 
0 REMAINING 
0 0 
o· .REHAUUNG 
0 0 
0 REMAINitlG 
0 0 
0 REtlA IHHIG 
·.":··,,.--._-_·--:.·-;··r-� .... . . -..... ·- .-. -
0 
0 
0 
00 00 ·0.00 
x ·usE · ·--- .. 
00 00 o.oo 
% USE 
- - .... _ _ _ _  . .  - --
00 00 0.00 
I USE 
00 00 0.00 
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SINESS 
Basic Business 
General Business 
Business Principles 
Voe. Typing I- (�) 
Voe. Typing I· (�) 
Voe. Typing II (�) 
Voe. Typing III (�) 
Shorthand 
btro to Data Proc. (�) 
Intro to Data Proc. 
Adv. Data ' Proc. (�) 
(�) 
Recordkeeping (�) 
Business Machines (�) 
Business Machines (�) 
Business Law (�) 
Clerical Off. Pract. (2) 
Sect. Office Pract. (2) 
�llege Prep Note (�) 
Accounting 
Adv. Accountin& 
Bus . Rel .  Occ/Work 
ARTS 
Art I 
Art II 
Art III 
Art IV 
Freshman Chorus 
Chorus 
Beg. · Band 
Music Appreciation 
Concert Band 
*Music Theory 
REIGN LANGUAGE 
French I 
French II · 
French III 
French IV 
German I 
German II 
German III 
German IV 
erman Conversa�ion 
Latin I 
Latin II 
Latin III 
Latin IV 
Spanish I 
Spanish II 
Spanish III 
Spanish IV 
(2) 
�) 
(�) 
Spanish Conversation (�) 
CENTRAL1A HIGH 
YR s1 s2 
111 
112 
114 
124 124 
124C 
134 
154 154 
135 
136 136 
136C 
156 
137 137 
138 138 
138D 
139 139 
144 
145 
146 146 
148 
158 
155 
214 214C 214D 
224 224C 224D 
234 
244 
204 
205 
206 
207 207 
208 
209 
215 
225 
223 
233 
216 
226 
243 
253 
229 229 
217 
227 
263 
273 
218 
228 
283 
293 
230 230 
SCHOOL CUHRJCULUH / '/�;.- f'J 
ENGLISH YR S1 S2 
English I 311 
English I 312 
English I 313 
English II 321 
English II 322 
English II 323 
Adv. English 373 -
Adv. English 393 
Pract.  Eng. Gram. (�) 330 330 
Pract. Eng. Gram. (�) 330C 
*Communications (�) 334 334 
Basic Journalism (�) 335 335 
Adv. Journalism 336 
Sensible Sent. (�) . 337 337 
Sensible Sent. (�) 337D :· 
Bible As Lit (�) 338 338 
; 
Ind . Reading (�) 340 340 
Adv. Eng. Gram. (�) 343 343 
Adv. Eng. Gram. (�) 343C 
Public Speaking �) 344 344 
'Public Speaking (�) · 344C 
Effective Writing(�) 345 345 .. 
Mass Media (�) 346 346 
Mythology �) 348 348 I 
Fiction �) 349 349 r . 
Fiction �) 349C '· l *Novel {�) 350 350 , 
Adv. Fiction (�) 
' 
353 
*Dramatics {�) 354 354 
Film Making (�) 356 356 
Film Making (�) 356D 
Film Study (�) 357 357 
Film Study (�) 357C 
*Shakespear.Drama (�) 358 358 
Comp. for College Bound(�) 359 359 
Comp; for College Bound�) 359D 
*Research Tech . (�) 360 360 
Adv. Public Speak (�) 364 
MATH 
General Math 401 
Remedial Math 461C 461D 
Pre-Algebra 402 402C 402D 
Occ . Math �) 424 424 
Algebra I 412 412C 412D 
Algebra I 413 
Algebra I 420 420C 420D 
Geometry 422 422C . .  ·422D 
�ometry 423 
Algebra Il 432. 
Algebra II 433· 
Sen. · Math 442 
Sen. 'Math ... . :.r� . 443 . 
Computer Math 452 452 
H-4 .l.l4 
INDUST.RIAL-VOCATIONAL YR . Sl 52 
. . , 
SJ CAL EDUCATION YR s1 s2 
Adap. P. E. 510 Industrial Survey 810 
P.E. I 520 Spec. Ind. Educ. 811 � ! P.E. II 530 Small Engines (�) 814 814 .. 
P.E. III - IV 540 550 Small Engines (�) ·· 814C � .  
P.E. III - IV 542 - 552 Draft Fund I (�) 815 815 
P.E. III .,: I\t 544 554 Basic Elect (�) 816 816 
P.E. III - IV 546' 556 Basic Elect (11) 816C 
P.E. III - ·IV . 548 558 Bench Metals (11) 817 817 
Ath. P.E. 560 570 Basic Wood (11) 818 818 
Prod Printing I 824 
IAL STUDIES Prod Printing II 840 
Social St1:1dies 614 Photojournalism �) 825 825 
llorld History 624 624C 624D Resd/Ind. Wiring(11) 826 826 
llorld History 625 625C 625D Resd/Ind .- Wiring(11) 826D 
U.S. History 634 '634C 634D Auto Theory (�) 834 834 
U. S .  History 633 633C 633D Auto Theory (�) 834D 
'American Systems (JV 643 643 Draft Fund II 835 :· 
World Cul tu res 644 - 644C 644D Solid State Electr 836 
Sociology �) 647 647 Shop Machines 837 
ltJnderstand Pol Beh. (�) 653 653 Basic Mach Wood 838 
'Pol. Dec. Makers (�) 663 663 Arch Draft 839 
!lead About your Cent. {11) 673 673 Mach Draft 845 . '· 
Garage Pract (2) 844 ! :'f : ;• CULTURE Digital ·Electronics 846 . : . � r. : t Basic Ag. (l�) 714 Adv. Metals 847 .. l 
Adv. Ag. (l�) 724 Ind. Welding 848 - t • ' lg. Power & Mach (1�) 734 *Bldg Trades I (2) 850 ' : , 't Ag. Hgt . (l�) 744 *Bldg Trades II (2) 860 I ' .. 
Inter Rel Occ/Work(2) 854 t .� 
ECONOMICS Health Rel Occ/Work(2)855 
Orient to Occ. (�) 711 
General Foods (�) 721 SCIENCE 
�neral Clothing (�) 731 General Science 911 
Adult Living (�) 741 Earth Science 912 
Per. Occ Survey (� 715 Biology 921 921C 921D 
Intro to Food Serv. (�) . 716 716 Biology 922 922C 922D 
Intro to Food Serv. �) 716D Biolqgy 923 
Intro. to Ch & Ad Care · (�) 718 718 · Chemistry I 933 
Intro to Ch & Ad Care (�) 718D Physics 943 
Meal Mgt (�) 719 719 Phy. Science 945 945C 945D 
Meal Hgt (�) 719D .*Adv. Biology 953 
Beg. Clothing (�) 725· 725 Chemistry II 963 
Beg. Clothing (�) 725C 725D 
v. Food Serv. .726 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
lk>ney Hgt .  (�) 727 727 English I 301 301C 301D 
v Child Dev. �> 728 "> Math 411 411C 411D 
v. Clothing (�) 735 735 English 11 351 351C 351D 
v. Clothing (�) 735D Social �tudies 621 621C 621D 
v. Adult Care 738 Pre. Voe Studies 821 
ild in Family (�) 739 739 English III 361 361C 361D 
use - Int • .  Dec. (�) 745 745 U . S .  History 631 631C 631D 
d. Survival Soc. (�) 746 746 Voe Studies I 831 
ult Fam. Living 749 ·749C 749D Science 901 901C 901D 
othing Services 1 755 Voe Studies II 841 
e:Ec. ·Rel Occ/Work (2) 157 Special Work 991 990 othing Services II 765 Resource Room 980 
�rin� Tmoaired §91 
B-4 
.WORK YR 91 92 
Work (6 - 7) 999 
Work (5 - 6) 997 
Work (1 2) 998 
LUNCH & STUDY HALL 
Lunch 4th & 5th Periods 002A 002B 
Study Hall 
1-2-3-6-7 004A 004B 
�tudy Hall 
4 - 5 Periods OOSA 008B 
Study Hall - Read 
1-2-3-5-6-7 Periods OOSA 005B 
Study Hall - Athletic 
7th Period 007A 007B 
Student Council 
7th PerioC:l 006A 006B 
*Indicates classes which sometimes do not 
"make" . If a student chooses such a course 
yotl might want to select an alternate course 
and write it on the counseling form to re.fer 
to later. 
113 
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1 :  Parents and Centralia High School Students for the 1982-83 School Year 
.OM: Dick Gibson, Director of Guidance ,  Centralia High School 
120 
Please find enclosed a c�py of your son or daughter ' s  requested course of study for 
e 1982-83 school year. The courses selected were assigned after an examination of 
esent school records,  and individual requests o f  the student . 
The listing is divided into primary requests and in some cases alternate requests.  
ternate courses would be taken only if the primary course is unavailable or is causing 
scheduling c9nflict . Study hall is scheduled separately for each semester, therefore , 
listed twice if a student has study hall for the entire year. 
The order in which the course numbers appear on the form does not indicate the 
riod classes will occur on the schedule next fall. The schedule of classes is 
termined during the summer and will not be known until registration during the week 
August 23rd. 
Please study these requests and discuss them seriously with your son or daughter. 
y necessary changes should be made between now and April 20 , 1982. Schedule changes 
ich are made at the beginning o f  school cause much confusion and extra work. As a 
sult, student requested schedule changes which are made after April 20 , 1982, will 
very difficult,  if not impossible , to obtain. Your careful consideration at this 
ne will help us to better prepare for the opening o f  school next year. 
In the event that your son or daughter enrolls in a summer course which they are 
!Bently scheduled to take next year, it will be necessary for them to report to the 
Ldance Office by June 10th in order to select 
·
a replacement course .  
I f  you feel that an error has been made o r  that a course change is necessary, 
�ase come to the Guidance Office or call 532-7391 by April 20, 1982. 
:db 
:losure 
Sincerely, 
{) ·I 1/. l �oe �� 
Dick Gibson 
Director of Guidance 
Centralia High School 
. I 6/ft4./ft1 . 
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